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Vice-Chairman Teng said that

the crux to the realization of
Conference
the four modernizations is the
knmediately after the Fifth mastery of modern science and

National People's Congress and technology. The aim of .the
the Fifth Chinese People's Party in calling this conference,
Political Consultative Con- he added, is to mobilize the
ference had ended their first whole -Party and the whole
sessions, another national con- counfry to attach importance to
ference began in the Great llall science and technology, draw
of the People in Peking on up plans, commend the advancMarch 18. This is the National ed units and individuals, gnd
Science Conference convened by study ways and means to speed
the Central Committee of the up the development of science
Communist Party of China on . and technology. He also dealt
Chairman Hua's proposal'. This at length with three questions:
conference is the first ever both science and technology being
in scale and in its importance part of the productive forces, the
in the history of Chinese science building of a vast contingent of
and technology. In the words scientific and technical personof the Renmin Riboo editorial nel who are both red and expert,
saluting the opening of this and the adoption of the system
meeting, this conference'omarks of division of responsibilities
a major step taken by the with directors of research inChinese people in their new
Long March and another milestone in the development of
science and technology in
China." Three days before the
conference, China conducted
another successful nuclear test,
adding lustre to the current
"science and technology festiva]."

stitutes taking charge under the
leadership of Party committees.

His speech was followed by
Vice-Prernier Fang Yi's report
on the Outline National Plan
for the Development of Science
and Technology 19?8-85 (draft).
Among the nearly 6,000 repthis un-

resentatives attending

precedented conference

are

outstanding scientists and tech-

nicians, talented

innovators,

model . peasants engaged in
scientific farming, and cadres
devoted to the Party's scientific
undertakings. Chairman Hua
wrote an inscription which was
a clarion call to the nation. It
reads: "Foster lofty ideals, set
high goals and march forward
for the realization of modernization of science and technologY."

Chairman Hua who presided
ceremony wa.s
flanked at the front row on the
rostrum by Vice-Chairmen Yeh

at the opening

.

Chien-ying, Teng Hsiao-ping
and Wang Tung=hsing and other

Party and state leaders. After
declaring the conference open,
Chairman Hua, asked ViceChairman Teng to speak.
March 24,
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science and technology. (Poster)

Yice-Premier Li Yisits
The Philippines
Manila was ensphered in a
festive mood on March 12. It

That day Vice-Premier Li Hsiennien ind his yife arrived for an
official friendship visit at the invitation of President and Madame Mareos. Among those ac-

was bedecked to look its best to
welcome guests from Peking.

companying the Vice-Premier on
his visit which lasted till March

16 were Foreign Minister Huang
Hua and his wife.

That same evening President

and Madame Marcos gave

ident, "the biggest state banquet ever given by any state
official of the Republic of the
Philippines." Both President
Marcos and Vice-Premier Li

ln mony woys, the visit of Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien is o hisvisit. For it is the first time thot o greot leoder of such o
greot'notion, the People's Republic of Chino, hos stepped on Philippine soil. And our grotitude is doubled by the foct thot this
toric

Hsien-nien spoke at the banquet. Their warm and friendly
speeches were punctuated by

towering figure who represents the greot Chinese people, we consider o friend not only of the entire Filipino notion but especiolly,
perhops, of our fomily.
Ferdinond E. Morcos

-

applause.

The greotest contribution thoi Chino hos mode to the peoce of
the world is her sincere ond deep concern ond interest in the welfore

of smoll developing countries like the Philippines.

lt

is

-

ln recent yeors, the Government oI the Philippines, under the
leodership of President Morcos, hos persistently opposed hegemonism ond power politicsi octively developed o friendly ond co-operotive relotionship with other third world countries ond woged unremitting struggles to sofeguord stote sovereignty, defend its economic
rights ond interests ond estoblish o new internotionol economic
order. Grotifying results hove been ochieved by the Filipino people
in developing the economy ond building their country, porticulorly
in exponding ogriiulturol production. We heortily rejoice ot the
ochievements oI your government ond people.
Li Hsien-nien

-

Over the lost few yeors, the ASEAN countries hove strengthened
their unity ond mode new progress. in regionol economic co-operotion. They hove octively developed friendly relotions ond co-operotion with the other third world countries ond peoples ond strengthened their ties with the second world'countries on the bosis of
equolity ond mutuol benefit. These efforts by the ASEAN countries
serve to block hegemonist infiltrotion ond exponsion ond ore in the
interest of the Southeost Asion countries orid peoples, . . . We
support the just struggJe woged by'these countries to sofeguord
independence ond sovereignty ond combot superpower control ond
interference. We support the positive proposol of the ASEAN countries for the neutrolity of Southeost Asio
o proposol which they
hove odvocoted lor mony yeors-os well -os their elforts to protect
their noturol resources ond defend their ecirnomic rights ond interests.

-

Li

Hsien-nien

March 13 was a busy day for

sometimes

difficult to decipher the policies of the greot powers, But with Chino,
it is cleor thot she is on the side of the smoll underdeveloped countries of the world. I om, therefore, confident thot I express the sentiments of oll these smoll ond developing countries when we soy to
the leodership of the People's Republic of Chino-thonk you, for
it is with your foith ond trust in our copobility thot we will be oble
to mointoin peoce in our world. Ferdinond E. Morcos

a

grand banquet at the Philippine
International Convention Centre
in honour of the Chinese guests.
It was; in the words of the Pres-

the Chinese guests. Accom'

panied by Madame Marcos, they

visited the International Rice
Research Institute, the College
of Agriculture of University of
the Philippines and the Philippine Art Centre. In the evening,
again accompanied by Madame
Marcos, they watched a. performance of the Philippine
musical and dancing epic Our
'Historg. That same evening,
Vice-Premier Li and his party
were honoured at a banquet
given by their old friend, the
Philippine Foreign Secretary
General Carlos P. Romulo.
Vice-Premier Li and President
Marcos held talks on March 14

on the yacht President during
their trip to Bataan Province.
An agreement on scientific and
technical co-operation between
China and the Philippines was
signed on the ship by Foreign
Minister Huang Hua and Foreign Secretary Romulo on behalf of their governments.
.

On the eve of his departure
for home, Vice-Premier Li gave
Peking Reoieto, No.
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a farewell banquet in honour of
President and Madame Marcos

and the other high-ranking officials of the Philippines.' In his
toast, Vice-Premier Li expressed
the hope that he would in the
near future welcome and meet
President and Madame Marcos
again in Peking. The President
accepted the invitation with
pleasure and expressed the wish
that the visit would take place
as soon as possible.

Yice-Premier Teng Meets
Guests

Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao-

ping met on March 13 with the
Somali Press Delegation led by
Abdul Kassim Salad Hassan,

Minister of Information

and

National Guidance. During the
meeting, the Vice-Premier said

President of the China-Japan
Friendship Association, gave a
banquet in honour of the delegation. In his toast Liao Chengchih said: We are willing to
make common efforts with our
friends of the Komei Party for
the conclusion of a peace and

friendship treaty

between

China and Japan at an early
date. "This," he added, "is in
complete accord with the basic
interests of the people of our
two countries and conforms to
their common desire. On this
issue, China's attitude is consistent and has not changed a
bit."
General Secretary Junya Yano expressed his regret over the

The academy was founded on
March 15, 1958 with the approval of Chairman Mao. Its train-

ees include battle-tested veteran Red Army men, fighters of
the Eighth Route Army, combat

heioes who have performed
meritorious service, and researchers of the younger generation. Frorn the day the acad-

emy was founded through 1972,
Vice-Chairman Yeh'Chien-ying
was in charge of its work. Su
Yu is now its first political commissar and Sung Shih-lun its
president.

Postgraduates of ' Socia!
Sciences

failure to conclude a JapanThe Chinese Academy of SoChina peace and friendship
cial
Sciences has decided to
treaty on the basis of the Japa.n-China joint statement enrol postgraduates from all
although five and a half years over thg country this year. The

to the guests that the people of
aim is to speed up the building
China and Somalia are good have elapsed since the normali- of
a contingent of social scienfriends and will always remain zation of the relations between
tists.
friendly to each other. He ex- Japan and China. ."According
With Hu Chiao-mu as its{respressed the conviction that the to our own understanding," he
said,
strongly
"we
demand
that
ident,
the academy is made up
Soma.li people, united as one
the Japanese Government con- of institutes of philosophy, ecounder the leadership of Presi- elude
treaty at an early nomics, world economics, literadent Mohamed Siad Barre, date, the
anci we strongly urge ture, languages, history, archaewould surely triumph in their Prime Minister Fukuda to make
ology, jurisprudence, world
struggle against hegemonism.
the decision."
religion and nationalities.
While the delegation was in
More recently the academy'
Peking, China and Somalia 20th Anniversary of the
has decided to set up an instisigned two agreements on
Academy of Military
radio, television and press cotute of journalism, which will
Science
operation.
enroi postgraduates for the
Last Wednesday (March 15) study of Chairman Mao's theory
{.*rft
was the 20th anniversary of the on journalism and of writing
On March 14 Vice-Premier founding of the Chinese Peo- news reports in English. New
Teng met with members of the ple's Liberation Army's Acad- ilems of research have been
Sixth Delegation of the Japa- emy of Military Science. That added to the study of foreign
nese Komei Party headed by day, Chairman Hua Kuo-feng literature and world history.
Junya Yano, General Secretary and other leading comrades of They include English and
of the Party. Earlier, Liao the central authorities went to American literature, Ger.man
Cheng-chih, Vice-Chairman of the academy to extend their literature and French literature,
the Standing Committee of the greetings to its cadres, fighters and the history of Japan and
National People's Congress and and staff members.
ancient World history.

.
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Ileueloping Aduanced tililitary,$cience

U Chineso Proletariat
-

Morking the 20tlr onniversory of the Acodemy of

Militory

Science

Yeh Chien-ying
arms pnd equipment. It is also extremely important and urgent to study military science and
military theory. If we only master. modern
military means but lack cdrrect military theory
to guide us, we shall not be abie to deal effectively with a modernized enemy or at least we

this year is the 20th Anniversary
61 the founding of the Chinese People's
Liberation Army Academy of Military Science,
set up with the approval of our great leader and
teacher bhairman Mao.

]IIARCH
rvr

15

While leading China's revolutionary wars

and army building, Chairman Mao .always
showed deep concern for the study of military

,

science, which he considered highly important.

whole army must bear in mind Chairman Mao's
teachings and carry out his behest. They must
regard stepping up our study of military science

Despite,his heavy work in directing the.battles
throughout the years of incessant fighting, he

put tremendous energy into research in military
theory and wrote immortal military wofks. He
frequently called the attention of the whole
.the
Party to
study .of military questions and
said: "Our study of military theory, of strategy
and tactics and of army political work brooks
not a moment's delay." After the founding of
New China, he put forth the task of "modernization of our national defencd," and then called
on us again, basing ourselves primarily on our
own experience, to sum up our army's experience and develop China's rnilitary science.

and developing China's proletarian military
science as a pressing task under the heading

6

of

grasping the key link of class struggle to run
the army. well, of being prepaSed agairut war

arll of

modernizing national defence. They
must regard it as their great responsibility in
carrying forward the revolutionary cause and
forging ahead into the future.

Marx and Engels predicted over 100 years
ago that the liberation of the proletariat would
also have its own manifestation in the military
field and would lead to the creation of its own
new, special way of fighting. [t was our Chairman Mao who, inheriting and developing the
military theory of Marxism-Leninism, shoulder-

.

Military science deals with the study of war
and of the laws for directing wars, with the
theory of war and strategy being the basic
framework. Military science comes from military practice and in turn plays a major, directing
role in military practice. Engels said that in rtivolution modern military means and modern
military learning would be pitted,against modern military means and modern military learning. In order to build a modern national defence, it is very important for us to develop
advanced miiitary technique and improve our

shall have to take more and greater losses.
Comrades working oh the military science front
together with comrnanders and fighters of the

ed this great historical mission.
, Chairman Mao led our army and our people
through decades of fighting, waging hundreds of
major campaigns and tens of thousands of big

.

battles, using inferior equipment to defeat much
more powerful domestic and foreign enemies and

creating miracles in the history of human wartare. Chairman Mao integrated the universal

Peking Reaieut, No.
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truth of Marxism with thc

practice,

of

Chine-se

revolutionary wars and mastered the art of applying materialist dialectics to the direction of
wars, getting exactly the results desired. He
creatively solved a series of fundamental questions. concerning the people's orltyr.the people's
war and the strategy and tactics thereof, greatly
developing Marxist military teachiugs and
forming a comprehenqive system of an entirely
neW, proletarian military science.
As a syst'em of thought, Chlna's proletarian
military science founded by Chairman Mao is
the most advanced of our times, sometJring to
which no bourgeois military science can. compare. The military theories of the world's two
rampa.nt superpowers, and especially of socialimperialism, are fundarnentally reacflonary aild

decadent,

with insurmountable wenknegses,

fes new-type
for the time being tn

although the superpowers have a
weapons and are ahead

military teehnology. Only our Marrist-Leninlst

military science, Chairman Mao's military
for the revolutionary people. We must treasure it, study it
earnestly, do research in it and apply it, and
should .not fail to appreiiate the treasure in
our hands. We relied on it in triumphing over
the enemy in the past; we are relying on it at
pre.sent and we will continue to rely on it in the
future. It will retain its youthful vigour
throughout the period of imperialism and proletarian revolution, Peng Teh-huai, Lin Piao
and the "gang of four" tried to belittle and
pervert it and to replace it with bourgeois
military thought, but their schemes came to
science, is an all-qonquering wealrcn

nought.

Fundamental Marxist principles must never
be violated. Marxism, however, must develop
along with practice. It would lose its vitality if
it came to a halt. This hdds true both politically and militarily. The laws for directing war
vpry wifh the charr'ging situation of war. In
studying military siience our comrades must
focus their attention on the characteristics of
contemporary war and on its development.
Chairman Mao.pointed out: "The ten major
principles of military operation were set forth
at the stage of the counter-offensive and were
baied on the experience of the ten-year civil
war, the War of Resistance Against Japan and
the initial period of the Liberation War. They

March 24,
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are the outcome of integrating the universal
truth of Marxism-Leninism with the practice of
Chinese revolutionary wars. By apptying the
ten major prinbiptes we won victories in the Liberation War and in the riyar to resist U.S. aggression and aid Korea (of cgurse there were
other , reasons). The ten major principles are
still applicable at present, and many parts of
them will co:rtinue to be so. But Marxism.
Leninlsm is not stagnant, it develops. The terl
major principles, likewise, will be supplemented
and developed and some of them may be revised
accordance with the practical conditions in

in

future wars." (For the ten major pririciples
see box on p. 8. Ed.) This instruction of
- brilliant with materialist
Chairman lVlao's is
dialecttcs and must be followed resolutely in
our research work ln. militdry science.

The fundamental tasks placed before

in military science are: To hold
high the great banner of Chairman Mao, comprehenslvely and accurately to study and apply
Chairman Mao's military thinking, and guided
by Mao Tsetung Thought, to sum up our army's
experience, carefully study the enemy, draw on
selected and useful foreign military experience,
explore the laws for directing people's warfare
in contemporary conditions and serve the needs
of national defence construction, army building
and a future war against aggression.
Chairman Mao's works on military theory
are gems of Marxist-Leninist military teachings.
rllile should lay qmphasis on the study of them.
Likewise, the large nuniber of instructions,
orders, articles and telegrams he wrote on our
army building and operations are a vivid embodiment of his great military thinking and
practice. We should collect and compile them
as quickly as possible and conscientiously study
them. We should use Chairman Mao's military
thinking to unify our ideas on army building
and operations. We must step up the study and
compilation of our army's annals of war, and
systematically sort out and surn up our rich
experienie in army building and operations.
It is wrong to underestimate our valuable experience for which we have paid in blood. Armed
struggle constitutes an important part 9f the
history of our Farty. The compilation of the
annals of war is very necessary and indispensable for compiling the Party's history. We should,
through the annals of war, hand down the
research work

historical experience and the fine traditions of

our Party and our army from generation to
generation.

The rapid development of modern science
and technology and its wide application in the
military field pose new problems for research in
military theory. We must not stick to the beaten
track. We must accept new things and study
new problems. We must produce as quickly as
possible books on the sciences of strategy, campaigns, tactics, military organization, and
military geography and other writings on
military science, which will give full expression
to Chairman Mao's military thinking and reflect
the characteristics of modern warfare. .It is also
necessary constantly to improve various military
manuals and regulations and make timely revisions and additions as things develop. We

The Ten Major Principles of
Military Operation Are:
l. Attack dispersed. isolated enemy forces
first; attack concentrated, strong enemy forces
Iater.

2. Take small and medium cities and extensive rural areas first; take big cities later,
3. Make wiping out the enemy's

effective

strength our main objective; do not make holding
or seizing a city or place our main objective. Holding or seizing a city or place is the outcome of wiping out the enemy's effective strength, and often a
city or place can be heid or seized for good only
after it has changed hands a number of times.

4. In every battle, concentrate an absolutely
superior force (two, three, four and sometimes
even five or six times the enemy's strength), encircle the enemy forces completely, strive to wipe
them out thoroughly and do not let any escape

from the net, In special circumstances, use the
of dealing crushing blows to the enemy,
that is, concentrate all our strength to make a
frontal attack and also to attack one or both of
his flanks, with the aim of wiping out one part and
routing another so that our army ean swiftly move
its troops to smash other enemy forces, Strive to
avoid battles of attrition in which we lose more
than we gain or only break even. In this way, although we are inferior as a whole (in terms,of
numbers), we are absolutely superior in every part
and every specific campaign, and this ensures
victory in the campaign. As time goes on, we
method

must also, based on Chairman Mao's insiruction
to "dig tunnels deep," devote special attention
to studying people's air defence, a problem of
strategic

importance.

,

.

In the treasure-house of the Chinese nation's time-honoured culture is a very rich legacy
classics and military writings. We
must assimilate the cream of them and carry it
forward in a critical way so as to add splendour

' of military

to our proletarian military

science. What
Chairman Mao did in that respect for scores of
years while leading and directing China's revolutionary wars is our best model.
An ancient saying goes: "All may be quiet,
it is dangorous to forget war." The presentday world is far from peaceful The lSoviet
but

Union and the United States, the two hegemonic

shall become superior as
wipe out all the enemy.

a whole and

eventually

5. Fight no battle unprepared, fight no battle

you are not sure of winning; make every effort to
be well prepared for each battle, make every effort
to ensure victory in the given set of conditions as
between the enemy and ourselves.
6. Give full play to our style of fighting courage in battle, no fear of sacrifice, no fear of
fatrgue, and continuous fighting (that is, fighting
successive battles in a short time without rest).

7. Strive to wipe out the enemy through
At the same time, pay attention
to the tactics of positional attack and capture

mobile warfare.

enemy fortified points and cities.
B. With regard to attacking cities, resolutely
seize all enemy fortified points and cities which
are weakly defended. Seize at opportune moments
all enemy fortified points and cities defended with
moderate strength, provided circumstances permif.
As for strongly defended enemy fortified points and
cities, wait till conditions are ripe and then take
them.

9.

Replenish our strength

with aU the

arms

and most of the personnel captured from the enemy.
Our army's main sources of manpower and materiel

are at the front.
10. Make good use

of the intervals

between

campaigns to rest, train and consolidate our troops.

Periods of rest, training and consolidation should
in general not be very long, and the enemy should
so far as possible be permitted no breathing space.

Peking Retsieu, No.
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powers, are fomenting a big war. As the Party
Central Committee headed by Chairman Hua
gives the leai for a new Long March to build a
modern, powerful socialist country, socialimperialism ahd imperialism are 6ound to seize
every opportunity for sabotage. The most destructive form would be to launch a war. There-

fore, we rhust take "It is necessary to consolidate
the army" and "Be ready to fight in a war" as
the key link and make use of every minute to
do a good job in army building and national,
defenee construction. We must also be fully
prepared for the liberation of Taiwan. Over the

in military science
and the work of our rnilitary academy have
both been fruitful. Nevertheless, the disruption
and sabotage by Peng Teh-huai, Lin Piao and
the "gang of four" cost us a lot of'time. In the
course of the great struggle to'expose and criticize the "gang of four," we must mobiUze all

past 20 years, our research

the positive factors and, by combining the efforts of the leadership with those of the masses
and the efforts of research institutions with
those of the commanders and fighters, get the
whole army to pitch into the work of estabtishing' or improVing mili'tary science reiearch
institutions and of training a military research
contingent. which is both. politically sound and
professionally competent. We must also give
fuli play to academic democracy and work out
military science research plans to promote a
rapid development in this field, We must follow the spirit embodied in the Report on the
Work of the Government made at the First Session of the Fifth National People's Congress by
our wise leader Comrade Hua Kuo-feng, inherit
Chairman Mao's military thinking, exert our
utmost, energetically carry' out military science
research, and scale the heights of military
sciehce!

$peech at 0pening Geremony o{,ilational

$cience ConferenGe
(March 18,

1978)

Teng Hsiao-ping
Comrades!

The successful convocation of the national
science conference is a matter of great joy for
us and for the people throughout the country.
The very fact that today we are holding this
grand gathering uirparalleled in the history of
science in China clearly indieates that the days
are gone for ever when the gang of Wang Hungwen, Ching Chun-chiao, Chiang Ching and Yao
Wen-yuan could wilfully sabotage the cause of
science and persecute the intellectuals. Never
before has work in science and technology
received such attention and coneern from the
whole Party and the whole people. Vast numbers of 'scientists and technicians, the workers,
the peasants and the arrnymen are actively
participating in the movement for scientific exMarch 24,

1978

periment. Enthusiasm for science and its study
is becoming popular among the young people.
The entire nation is embarking with tremendous enthusiasm on the march towards the
. modernization of science and technology.
Splendid prospects lie before us.

Among those attending the present conference are outstanding scientists and techni;

cians from various fronts, first-rate technical

' innovators, model labourers who excel in
scientific farming and cadres devoted to the
Party's scientific undertakings. You have
worked diligently for the progress of science and
technology in our socialist motherland and made

outstanding contributions., On behalf of the
Central Committee of the Cominunist Party of
China, I thank you and pay you tribute.

Comrades,

Our people face the great historic mission
of comprehensively modernizing agriculture, industry, national defence and science and
technology within this century, making our
country a modern, powerful socialist state. We
have waged a shar.p and bitter struggle against
the "gang of four" on whether or not to accompltsh the four modernizations. The lgang of four"
made the absurd claim that "if the four modernizations are carried through, capitalist restoration will happen on the same day." Their wild
sabotage brought our national economy for a
time to the brink ol collapse and was increasing,Iy widening our .distance from advanced world
Scientific and.technological standards. Were
they really opposed to the restoration of capitalism? NoJ at all. On the contrary, wherever
their influence was most rampant, signs of capitalist restoration were most widespread. What
they did serves as a negative example, making
us appreiiate more deeply that under conditions
of proletarian dictatorship,, if we do not
moderriize our country, raise our scientific and
technological 1evel, develop the social productive forces, strengthen our country and improve
the material and cultural life of the people, our
socialist political and economic system cannot be
fully'eonsolidated and there will be no sure
guarantee for our country's security. By adhering to the Party's basic line formulated by
Chairman Mao, the more up-to-date our agriculture, industry, national defence and science and
technology, the greater our strength in the
struggle against capitalism and all forces of
restoration, and the more our people will support the socialist system. Only by making our
country a modern, rpowerful socialist state can
we more effectively prevent capitalist restoration, cope with aggression and subversion by
social-imperialism and imperialism and be more
certain of gradually creating the material conditions for the advance to the great ideal of communism,

The crux of the four modernizations is the
mastery of modern science and technology.
Without modern science and technologyi it is
impossible to build modern agrieulture, modern
industry or modern national defence. Without
a high-speed development of scienCe and
technology, it is impossible to develop the na10

tional economy at high speed. On the proposal
of Chairman Hua, the Central Committee of
the Party has decided' to call this national
scienee conference to bring home to the whole
Party and the whole country the importance of
science, map out a programme, commend the
advanced units and individuals and discuss
measures for speeding up the development of
science and technology. Today, I am going to
give some opinions on pertinent questions.
The first question the question of understanding that science is part of the productive
forces. On this point, the "gang of four" iaised
a hue and cry confounding right and wrong and

causing much confusion. Marxism has consistently held that science and technology are
part of the productive forces. More than a
century ago, Marx said: Wider use of machines
in production calls for a conscious application of
natural science. He also pointed out: "Science
too [is] among these productive forces." T]re
development of modern science and technology
has bound science and production ever more
tightly together..' Science and technology as
productive forces are manifesting their iremendous role ever more obviously.'
Mod€rn science and technology are undergoing a great revolution. Ttre last three decades
have not just seen advances in some aspects of
scientific theory and production techniquss, nor
has this period been merely the general run of
progress and reform. No, there have been profound changes and new leaps in almost aU areas
of science and technology. A whole series of
new, rising sciences and technologies have
emerged and are still doing so. Modern science
has opened the'way for the progress of production techniques and determined the direction of

their development. Many new instruments of
production and technological proce.sses have
come into being first in the laboratory. A series
of newborn industries, including high polymer
synthesis, atomic energy, electronic computers,
semi-conductors, astronautics and laser, have
been founded on the basis of newly emerged
science and technology. Of course there are now.

and there will be many theoretical research
topics with no practical application in plain
sight for the time being. But a host of historical
facts have proved that once a major breakthrough is scorbd in theoretical research, it
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means tremendous progress

teohnology sooner

for pioduction

or later.

and
Contemporary

natural sciehce is being applied to production on
an unprecedented scale and at a higher speed
than ever before. This has given all fields of

material production an entirely new look. In
particular, the development of electronic computers, cybernetics ahd automation technology
is rapidly raising the level of automation in
production. Wittr tfre same amount of manporver and in the same number of work hours,
people can turn out scores or hundreds of times
more products than before. How have the
social productive forces made such tremendow
advances and how has labour productivity increased by such a big margin? Mainly through
the power of science, the power of technology.
Everyone knows that the basic factors in
the productive forces aie the means of production and manpower. What is the relationship
of science and technology to the means of
production and to manpower? Throughout

history, the means of production have always
been linked with science and technology of
one kind or another, and likewise, manpower
has always meant manpower armed with a
certain knowledge of science and technology.
We often say that man is the most active factor
among tlre productive forces. "Man" here refers
to people who possess a certain scientific knowledge, experience in production ald skills iy1
the use of tools to produce material wealth.
There were great differences in.the instruments
of production man used, his mastery of scientific
knowledge, and his production experiencr and
skills in the stone, bronze and iron ages and in
the l?th, the 18th and the 19th centuries. Today,
the rapid progress of modern science and
technology is accelerating the renewal of production equipment and the changes in technological processes. Many products are superseded
by a new generation of products in a matter of
a few years. Only by acquiring a higher level
of scientific and general knowledge, rich experience in production and advanced skills, can
a worker play a bigger role in modern production. In our society, the labourers, who have a
high degree of political awareness, study consciously and assiduously to raise their scientific
and general level and thus will surely be able
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to achieve a higher'labour productivity than
that attained under capitalism.
The recognition that science and technology
are productive forces brings the following question in its train: How should we regard the

mental labour involved in scientific pursuits?
Since science is becoming an increasingly important part of the productive forces, are people
engaged in scientific and technological work to
be considered workers or not?
There are various kinds of brain workers
in societies under the rule of exploiting classes.
Some are entirely in the service of the reactionary ruling classes and have thus set themselves
against workels engaged in manual labour. But
even in those cases, as Lenin said, there are
many intellectr.lals engaged in scientific and technical work who themselves are not capitalists
but scholars, although they are permeated with

bourgeois prejudice. The fruits

of their work
are wed by the exploiters, but, generally
speaking, this is determined by the social system,

and not by their own free choice. They are
entirely different from politicians who rack
their brains to advise the reactionary ruling
classes directly. Marx pointed out that ordinary
engineers and technicians join in the creation
of surplus value. That is to say, they, too, are
exploited by the capitalists.

In a socialist society, brain workers trained
by the proletariat itself differ from intellectuals
in any exploiting society in history. In the
course. of soeialist transformation in China,
Chairman Mao pointed out that intellectuals
from the old society faced the question of what
kind of "skin" they attached themselves to.
Class contradictions and class struggle exist
throughout the historical period of socialism,
and the intellectuals face throughout the need
to solve the question of what kind of "skin" to
attach to and whether to keep to the proletarian
stand. BpL generally speaking, the overwhelming majority of them are part of tJre proletariat.
TTre difference between them and the manual
workers lies only in a different role in the soeial
division of labour. Those wlo labour, whether
by hand or by brain, are all working people
in a socialist society. With the advancement, of
modern science and technology and progress
towards the four modernizations, a great .deal
of heavy manual work will gradually be re77

plaeed by niachines. Manual labour

will steadily

for workers directly engaged in production and mental work will continuously
decrease

increase. Moreover, there w.ill be an increasing
demand for more people in scientific ra'search
and for a larger force of scientists and techni. cians. The "gang of four" distorted the division
'-of labour between hental and manual work in
our sociblist society today, calling it class antagonism. Their aim was to attack and persecute the intelleetuals, undermine the alliance
.of
the workers, the peasants and the intellectuals, disrupt the social productive forces and
sabotage our socialist revolution and construction.
Correctly urrderstanding that science .and
technology. belong to the productive forces and
that braiir workers who serve socialism are a
part of the working people has a close bearing
on the rapid development of our scientific
undertakings; $ince we accept these two premises, we must naturally put great effort into
developing scientific research and science education and give full play to the revolutionary
initiative of the scientific and technical workers
and the educational workers in order to accomplish the four modernizations in the short space
of 20-odd years and bring about a tremendous growth of our productive forces.
Our science and technology have progressed
enormously since the'founding of New China
and played an important role ,in economic construction and natibnal defence construction. In
old China, this would have been unthinkable.
There is no way for anyone to deny this great
achievement. But we must see, with' a clear
head, that there is still a very big gap between
our science and technology and advanced world
levels and that our scientific and technical forces
are still very weak, far from meeting the needs
of modernization. We have lost a lot of time,
in particular, as a result of sabotage by Lin Piao
and the "gang of four.".

How do things stand with the technical
level of our production? Several hundred million people are busy producing food. We still
have not really'solved the grain problem. Averl
age annual output of grain per farm worker is
about 1,000 kilogrammes in China, whereas'in
the United States the figure is over 50,000 .kilo. grammes, a disparity of several dozen times.
Labour productivity, in our iron and steel in12

dustry, too, is onl;r a small percentage of
advanced levels abroad. The gap in the newly
emerged industries is still wider. A lag in this
field of.'only eight to ten years, or even three
to five ;4ears, makes a big gap, Iet alone a lag
of 10 to 20 years.
Chairman Mao often reminded us: "China
ought to make a greatcr contribution to humanity." In ancient. times, China. had brilfiant
achievements in science and technology; its four
great inventions played a significant role in !Q1"
advance of world culture. But our ancestors'achievements can. serve only to confirm our
confidence in catching up with and surpassing
advancred world levels and not to console us on
oui backwardness today. Our contributions
in science and technology at present are highly
incommensurate

with the,position of a socialist

country,Iike ours.

Will factually pointing out this

back-

wardness make people lose heart? There might
be such people. They do not have half a whiff
of Marxism about them. As for us proletarian
revolutionaries, by stating the facts and making
a serious analysis of the historical and the present causes of this situation, we can accurately
draft our strategie plan, deploy our forces and
strive for a rapid change in the situation. Only '

in this way, moreover, can we aetivate people
to study modestly and speedily master the
world's latest scienpe and technology.
Backwardness must be perceived before it
ean be changed. A person must learn from the
,advanced before he can catch up and surpass
them, Of course; to raise China's'scientific and
technological level we must rely on our own
efforts, develop our own inventions, and adhere
to the policy of independence and self-reliance.
But independehce does not mean shutting the
door on the world, nor does self-reliance mean
blind opposition to everything foreign. .Science
and tech4glogy atl a kind oJ weallh ereated in
-Common
by all mankind. Any nation or country musT JE6iln from the' strong points of other
ndtions and countries, from their advanced
science and technology. It is not just today,
when we are scientifically and technically backward, that we need to learn from other cQuntries; af{er we catch up with the advanced
world levels in science and technology, we will
still have to learn from the strong points of
others.
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Greeting the National

Science

Conference.
(Poster)

China's revolution has attracted all the
world's revolutionary people, who live and
breathe with it. Our socialist modernization
has won their interest and support and r*ill do
so on a widening scale. We must actively develop international academic exchanges and
step up our friendly contacts with scientific
circles of other countries. -We express heartfelt
thanks to a1l our friends abroad who have
helped us in science and technology.
That is the first question on which I want
to speak.
The second question is, the building of a
mammoth force of scientific and technical personnel who are both red and expert.

For the modernization of

science and

technology, we must have a pighty scientific
and technical force of the working class which
is both 1ed and expert, and a Large number of
scientists and experts in engineering and tech-

nology who are first rate by world standards.
We have a heavy task before us to build such
a force.
An important question heri: is that we must
have a correct understanding of being both red
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and expert; and set reasonable
for it.

standards

The "gang of four" made the absurd statement, "The more knowledgeable, the rriore reactionary." They said they "preferred labourers
with no culture" and they boosted as a "model
of being red and expert".an ignorant counterievolutionary clown who handed in a blank
examination paper. On the other hand, they
vilified as being "white and expert" good comrades who studied diligently and contributed to
the motherland's cause of science and technology. This reversal of right and wrong and of

ourselves and the enemy seriously muddled
people's minds for a time.
Chairman Mao advocated intellectuals becoming both red and expert, encouraging everyone to remould the bourgeois world outlook
and acquire the proletarian world outlook. The
basic.question about the world outlook is whom
to serve. If a person loves our socialist motherland and is serving socialism and the woikers, peasants and soldiers of his own free will
and accord, it shouid be said that he has initially
acquired a proletarian world outlook and, in
terms of political standards, cannot be consid13

ered white but should be called red. Our
scientifie undertakings are an important part
ofour socialist cause. To devote oneself to our
socialist science and contribute to it is an important manifestation of being red, the. integration of being red with being exqert.

Take people like us, our cadres doing political
work and our veteran cadres who have been
in the Party for decades; do we not also have

Imbued with Mao Tsetung Thought, our

technicians with undesirable farnily baqkgrounds
or who committed mistakes in the past c whose
families and social contacts present problems,

scientists and technicians have made truly rapid
progress in the last 28 years. The overwhelming

majority of them love the Party and love socialism, strive to integrate themselves with the
.workerS, peasants and soldiers, work wholeheartedly and fruitfully at their posts. Their
fa.ith in the Party and in socialism never wavered, no matter how Lin Piao and the "gang of
four" perseeuted and torrneirted intellectuals;
they kept working on science and technology
under extremely difficult conditions. Many
showed a high level of political awareness in
the llth struggle between the two lines. lhe
smashing of the gang untreashed in them great
revolutionary enthusiasm. They wholeheartedly
support the.Party Central Committee headed by
Chairman Hua and work still harder for the
four modernizatibns. How invaluable are these
scientists and tedrnicians! They are worthy of
the title "red and expert,'l fit to be. called our
working class' own scientific and technical
force. Chairman Hua once stressed with great
satisfaction tliat such a force is an important
factor in our confidence that we will catch up
and surpass advanced world standards. This
is a realistic, scientific appraisal.
This appraisal naturally does not mean that
these scientists and technicians all have a very
high level of political and ideological consciousness or that there are no shortcomings and mistakes of one kind or another in their ideology,
their work style or their specific work; it means
that judged by the basic cfiterion of political
stapd, tfie overwhelming maiority of th6m tdke
the stand of the wor=king class, and these rerrr
olutldf,ary intellectuals constitute a filrce our
Party can rely on. They should not be complacerrt or come to a ha1t, but shquld continue
the effort, constantly seeking new progreqi-$oth
polfically and fn their specific fields. Their
shbrtcomi.rg. and mistakes are a matter 'for
education and assistance, something to be over'r come through criticism and self-criticism. No
one is free from shortcomings and mistakes.
14

shortcomings or errors of tlis kind or that? Why
be especially exacting towards vocational cadres

and technical experts! As for scientists and

we should judge them mainly by their own

political attitude, by the way they acclEit
themselves and, by their contributions to socialist revolution and constructi.on.
Ttrere is a section of scientists and teehnicians whose bourgeois world outlook has not
fundamentally changed, or who are rather
deeply influenced by bourgeois ideology. They
often waver in the midst of sharp, fierce and
complicated class struggte] as long as they are
not against the Party and 4gainst socialism, w$
should, in line with the Party's policy of uniting
with, educating and remoulding the intellectuals,' bring out their specialized abilities, respect their
labour and take an interest in their progress,
giving them a warm helping hand. Chairman
Mao consistently held that the more people in
our revolutionary ranks the better, that we
should respect those who have knowledge and
specialized skills or have made contributions,
and that our attitude towards any person who
has made mistakes should be first to observe
.and second to give help and not to look down
on him. We must earnestly implement these
teachings of. Chairman Maors.
' In our socialist society, everyone should remould himself, Not only those who have not
changed their basic stand should remould, but
everybody should study and constantly remould
himself, study new problems, absorb what is
new and consqiously guard against corrosion by
bourgeois ideology, so as better to shoulder the
glorious and arduous task of building a modern,
powerful socialist country.
To catch up and surpass advanced world
levels within the century means that we should
cover the distance in the next 22 years that
took others 40 or 50 years or more. Scientists
and technicians should concentrate their energy
on scientific and technical work. When we say
that at least five-sixths of their work time should
be left free for their scientific and technical
work, this is meant to be the minimum demand.
basic.

.
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It is still better if even more time is available
for this purpose. If some persons work seven
days and seven evenings oq end to meet the
of science or production, that shows their
selfless devotion to the cause of
socialism. We should learn from them, commend them and encourage them. Innumerable
facts prove that only he can mount the pinnacles of science who devotes himself heart and
soul,. constantly strives for perfection, fears
neither hardship nor disappointment- We cannot demand that scientists and technicians, or
at any rate, the overwhelming majority of them,
study a lot of political and theoretical books,
participate in numerous social activities and attend many meetings not related to their work.
Lin Piao and the "gang of four" frequently atneeds

lofty spirit of

tacked scientists and technicians, acrrrsing them
of "being divorced from politics" and labelling
people "white and expert" when they studied
diligently to improve their knowledge and skills.

"White" is a political concept. QnIy political
reactionaries who are against the Party and
against socialism can be called "white." How
can, you label as "white" a ilran who studies
hard to improve his knowledge and skills?
Scientists and technicians who have flaws of
one kind or another in their idmlogr or their
style of work
.notshould not be called 'qwhite," if
they are
against the Party and socialism.' How can our scientists and teehnicians
be accused of being divorced from politics
when they work diligently for socialist science?
The cause of socialism calls for a division of
,labour. On condition that they keep to the socialist politieal stand, comrades of different
trades and professions are not divorced from
politics when they do their best at their posts;
on the contrary, this is a concrete manifestation
of their service to proletarian politics and of
their socialist consciousness. A few years ago,
Lin Piao and the "gang of four" made it quite
difficult for the workers to do their jobs, for
the peasants-to till the land, for the armymen
to do their military training, and for the students to study or scientists and technicians to
do research in their work. What heavy losses
this meant for our socialist cause! Was that
not a profound lesson?

While striving to raise the level of our
present seientific and technical force, and
making full use of their abilities, we must also
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exert ourselves to train new personnel. Owing
to sabotage by Lin Piao and the "gang of four,"
ther-e is an age-gap in this force which maj<es
the trai^rirrg oT a yomger generatiqn of scientific and technical personnel all the mo-re
pressigg.

We have a vast supply and a great potential in matters of selecting and training talented
personnel. With the recent reforrn oJ the
college enrolment system, we have. discovered
fine young people who are diligent, hardworking and talented. We are pleased to see
their outstanding accomplishments. Though the
"gang of four" ran wild for a time, they failed
to dampen the enthusiasm of the youngxters
for study,'nor could they stifle the revblutionary
zeal of the teachers to educate the next generation assiduously for the Party and the people.
Today the Central Committee of the Party
headed by Chairman Hua is paying close attention to science and education and laying, strong
emphasis on' training and selecting talented
people. \fle can foresee the dawn of a n€w era,
with a multitude of outstanding people like the
stars in the sky. The future of science lies with
the youth. The growth of the younger generation is the hope of our flourishing cause.
Education is basic for training scientific
and technical personnel. We must comprehensively bnd correctly carry out the Party's policy
on education, straighten out the orientation and
make a good job of the educational revolution,
to ensure a tremendous expansion and improrrement; Education concerns not only the educational departments; Party committees at all
levels must attend to it earnestly as a major
issue. People of all trades and professions must
support it'and put great effort into running
schools and eolleges. People's teachers are gardeners tending the successors tci the revolution.
Their creative labour should be held in respect
by the Party and the peoplei. Their teaching
time must be guaranteed and care and attention

must be given to their political life, working
conditions.and professional studies. Teachers
wilh outstanding contributions in pedagogy
should be commended and awarded.
On the question of talented people, we must
particularly stress the need to break with convention in the discovery, selection and training.
of those with outstanding talent. This was one
15

of the big issgEs muddled by the "gang of four."
They vili.fi6d scientists, professors and engineers'distinguished for their contributions as
.bourgeois ,academic authorities and, all out*tandirg young: and' middle-aged scientists and
technicians trained by our Party and state as
pevisionist sprouts. We must thoroughly elimlnate the pernicious influence of the gang and
take up the important task on the Scientific
and educational fronts of training in the
shortest possible time a group of experts in
science and technology who are first rate by
world standards. In the early period of the
War of Resistance Against Japan, Chairman Mao
said that our Party's fighting capacity would
be much greater and our task of defeating JapaneSe imperialism would be more quickly accomplished if there were ond or two hundred
comrades with a grasp of Marxism-Leninism
which was systematic and not fragmenhrJ,
genuine and not hollow. The revohrtionary
cause needs outstanding revolutionaries, and so
does the sdientifi'c cause De€d uutstanding scientists., Working-class persons with outstanding
talent come from the people and serve the people. Only an extensive mass base can provide a
continuous flow of talent, and outstanding
talents will, in turn, help raise China's scientific and cultural standards as a whole.
The discovqry or training of talentea people by our scientists and teachers is in itself an
achievement and a contribution to the state.
The history of science shows what great results
can be.produced in the field of science from
the discovery of a genuinely talented person!
Some of the world's scientists have looked upon
their discovery and training of new talent as
the greatest achievemenf of . a lifetime. There
is much to be said for this view. A number of
outstanding mathematicians in China today
were disgovered in their youth by older generation mathematicians who helped them mature.
Some of the newcomers may have 'surpassed
their teachers in scientific .achievement, but the
teachers' contributions are indelible, nonetheless.
The third question I want to discuss is how
to make the system of division of responsibilities under the leadership of Party committees
work in scientific and technical departments.
Rapid development of science and technology hinges on good Party leadership in these
fields.
16

'n
l!-Our country has entered a new period of
development in socialist revolution and construction. According to the Constitution adopted
by the Fifth National People's Congress and
Chairman Hua's Report on the \ilork of the
Government to the Congress; the general task
in this new period is: to steadfasHy Gontinue
the revolution under the dictator*ip.+f tbe
proletariat, deepen the three great revdrrti*
ary movements of class struggle, the stnrgb
for production and scientific experiment, and
transform China into a great and powerful socialist country with modern agriculture, industry, national defence and science and technology
by the end of the century. To accompllsh this
general task we must wage a great political and
economic revolution'and a $r€-at scientific and
technical revolution. This iS the new content
for continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat in the new period of

development.

i

To meet the requirements of the new situa-

tion and the new task, there must be corresponding changes in the centre of gravity for
Party work and in the Party's work style.
During the unprecedented Great ftqtetarian
Cultural Revolution, our Part}l concentrated
maximum efigrts an Jhe }oiitigal *evolution.
Today, atter victory in the struggle to expose
and criticize the "gang of 'four," while continuing to eliminate their pernicious influence
and deepen the socialist revolution.on the ideological and political fronts, the whole Party
must take firm hold of the work of moderniza-

tion and carry out the great political and economic revolution and the great scientific and
technical revolution, tasks which history has
conferred on us.

The Party committees at various levels
should learn frorn Taching and Tachai and
mike an earnest effort to grasp simultaneously
the three great revolutionary movements of
class struggle, the struggle for production and
scientific experiment. Following the examples
of Taching and Tachai, they should unfold mass
movements for scientific experiment, with new
technical progress and new produetion records
every year. There are several hundred thousand
enterprises and severd hundred thousand pro'
duction brigades in our country. Extensive application of advanced science and technology to
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industry and agriculture and a greater, faster,
better and more economical growth of production can come about only through large-scale
technical transformation and scimtific experiments in every enterprise and every production
brigade. At the same time, we must work energetlcally for the suecess of specialized scientific
research institutes. Professional scientists and
technicians form the mainstay of the revolutionary movement for scientific experiment.
Without a strong contingent of professional
scientific researchers of high calibre, we could
hardly scale the heights of modern scienc.e and
technology and it would be difficutt for the
scientific experiment movement of the rnessies
to advance wave upon wave in a sustained way.
We must get the specialists integrated with the
masges.

The Central Committee has stipulatcd that
a system of individual responsibility for tectrnical work be established in scientific research
institutes and that the system of division of
responsibilities among institute directors under
the leadership of Party committees be set up.
These are important organizational measures
which help strengthefi the ls6.ling role of the
Party committees while bringing into fnll play
the role of the specialists.

The basic task of scientific researeh institutes is to produce scientific results and^train
,competent.

pbople. They must show

more

scientific and technicral aehievements of high
quality and train scientific and tecbnical personnel who are both red and expert- The main
criterion for judging the work of the Party committee of a scientific researctr institut€ should
be the successful fulfilment of .this basic task.
Only when this is well done has the Party committee really done its duty to consolidate the
dictatorship of the proletariat and build socialism. Other:ulse, puttine politiq in conuand
will remain mere emptv talk..

A lot of work has to be done to fulfil this
task. It is impossible Ior Party committees

basic

to handle and solve all these matters. We must
honestly admit that in scientific and technical

work, there are many things we do not know.
Even should we know them, it would still be
impossible for Party committees to do everything. There must be a division of responsibilities
and a system of individual responsibility at each
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post from top to bottom. This is the only way

to make our work orderly and efficient

and

bring about high-speed development; and this
is the only way to define the duties incumbent
on each post and to mete out the proper awards
and penalties, et the same time obviating procrastination or evasions of responsibility and
avoiding getting in each other's way.

, The Ieadership given by Party

jq prir-narily political

comtarittees

leadership, thdt ls, to
ensure the c-urreA pofifical orientation and the
imprementation of the Pafty's line, principles
aid policies and to bring out t-he rgit*ative of
a-II corfcerxred. At the same tlme, leadership is
exercised through the plan. Good plans must
be drawn up for scientific research, personnel
must be carefully appraised and placed where
they can do the best work, and all forces must
be well organized. In order to follow out the
plans and push forward our scientific research,
it is also necessary to guarantee the supporting
.services and supplies and to provide the necessary working conditions for scientific and
technical personnel. This is also part of the
work of the Party committees. I am willing
to be the director of the logistics department at
your service and to do this work well together
with the leading comrades of Party committees
at various levels.
We should give the director and the deputy

of research institutes a free hand in
the work of science and technology according
to their division of labour. Party committees
should back up the work of all Party and nonParty experts in administrative positions and
try to bring out all their capacities so that they
really have powers and responsibilities commensurate with their positions. These experts
are also cadres of the Party and the state.
We must never look askance at them. Party
committees should get acquainted with their
work and examine it but should not attempt
to supplant them.
We must give full scope to democracy and
follow the mass line, heeding opinions from
scientific and technieal personnel in such
things as evaluating scientific papers, examining the iompetency of scientific and technical
personnel, working out plans for scientific
research and appraising research findings. As
to divergent views on academie questions, we
directors
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must follow the principle of letting a hundred
schools of thought contend and encourage free
discussion. We must listen closely to experts'
opinions and enable them to play their full
role so that we can do better at scientific and
technical work and reduce our errors as much
as possible. This is an important aspect of the
Inass line for Party committees qf scientific
riesearch institutes.

"

Do we mean to lighten the load of our
political work or to lower i1s slandilds wherl
we stress that scientific and technieal personne-l
must concentrate on their specific work? No,
we do not. This means a demand to raise the
level of , our political work, improve the
method, do away with everything that smacks
of formalism, eliminate the poisonous influence of the "gang of four" and conscientiously
learn the fine traditions of Liberation Army
political work. We must support whatever is
conducive tq the development of socialist
science, and criticize and educate those who
seek personal gain, hide their findihgs, refuse
to work in co-ordination or even resort to
monopoly and plagiarism and those who display other eroneous ideas and styles of work
which are detrimental to the development of
socialist science. As we are engaged in
socialist modernization and are advancing
towards the mastery of modern science and
technology, the important task for our political
work today is to make every scientist and
technician understand how his work relates to
the grand goal of the four modernizations,
encourage and mobilize them to work together
with one heart and co-ordinate their efforts in
the spirit of revolution, so as to storm the
citadels of science.

'

Although our Party has accumulated some
in leading scientific and technological work over the past_ 20.odd years,
we must admit that we confront a very large
realm of necessity, an area we still do not know,
with regard to how to effectively organize,
manage and lead socialist science and technology. Until there is a change in this state
of affairs, we can hardly have major achievements and the initiative will not be in our
, hands. Chairman Mao taught us time and
again that persons in the dark cannot light the
way for others. Leading Party cadres at
experience

I8

vArious levels must not Le content .to remain

laymqn. They must rh,dy iheir work and
gradually learu the ropes Iile must apply
ourseive to the study of Marxism and raise
our political level and we must also strive to-atquire scienfitic knowledge, Simt up experience, both positive and negative, study and
grasp the objective laws governing scieoffic
and technological work and implement the
Party's principles and policies correctly -lod
comprehensively. Our Party was able to lead:the people to the overthrow of the system oI'
exploitation and to the transformation of soeiety, and it wilt certainly be able to grasp the
laws governing scientific and technological
work and lead our people to the heights of
world science.
The rights and wrongs in regard to political
have
mapped out a programme with the measures for
its execution; the masses are already on the

line have been basically clarified; we
move. The task now confronting our

Party

organizations at all levels is.to inspire real drive
in the masses, to find down-to-earth solutions
to problems and to do good, solid work. In a

word, we must put everyfhing on a solid footing. \i[9 muSL S[op all the manifestations'of ,
forqalism, which go in for ostentatioE bu+ dls-'
regard practical fesults. Jeal eficienrry, aetuq-l
speed, quality or qost. Bart habits. l.ike ernffi
talk, boasting and lving must be stamppd out.
Comrades,

The l1th Party Congress; the Fifth National
People's Congr:ess and the Fifth Chinese Pqople's Political Consultative Conference, coming
one after the other, fully demonstrated the great

unity of our whole Party and the great
unity of the people throughout the country.

This national science conference is likewise a
gathering of unity. 'The unity of the Party and
the unity of the people these are the basic
guarantees for the sure -triumph of our cause.
Let us hold high the great red banner of
Mao Tsetung Thought and, under the leadership
of the Party Central Committee headed by
Chairman Hua, march forward, unswerving and
victorious, moving valiantly towards the grand

goal of a modern, powerful socialist country!

I

May science in China flourish and grow!
wish the conference Complete success!
Peking Retsieut, No.
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Reminiscences

€;eat lnternationalist Fighter
-

Premier Chou En-loi ond the third wortd
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REMIER Chou En-lai was a great MarxistLeninist and great internationalist fighter.

His work in foreign affairs is a model
of applyrng Marxism-feninism-Mao Tsetung

Thought in practice.

After World War II, along with the victory
Chinese revolution, the national-liberation movement ro:se to a new high tide throughout the world. The nations and peoples of the
third world have gradually become the main

of the

force against imperialism, colonialism and hege-

monism. In his lifetime, Premier Chou did a
great deal of work among the third world countries.

Giving Support to the Notionol-Liberotion.
Struggles

In 1950, when U.S. aggressor troops crossed
the 38th P4rallel and pressed towards the Yalu
River, Premier Chou, in line with Chairman
Mao's strategic decision, declared on behalf of
the Chinese Government that the Chinese people would not "stand by idly." He organized the
Chinese People's Volunteers to resist U.S.
aggression and aid Korea.
To guarantee supplies to the Volunteers at
the front, Premier Chou personally arranged for
the provinces and municipalities concerned to
mobilize the people to roast rice and flour, a
task which he and cadres of the supply depart-

ment also took part in, thus extending the
Party's solicitude right up to the frontline
fighters.

, When the Volunteers fought in

snow-

covered areas against the enemy, it was again
Premier Chou who first thought of speeding up
the production and transport of winter uniforms.

Hearing that the Volunteers' cotton-padded
March 24,
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jackets were easily torn in combat in the forests
and iough mountainous terrain, he immediately
directed the departments concerned to add close
rows of vertical stitches while sewing the

jackets.

.

Taking into consideration that our air force
at the time was still in its infancy and U.S. aircraft held supremacy in the air, Premier Chou
directed that'anti-air-raid sentries be posted all
along the highways. This greatly cut down
military transport losses and set up an indestructible transport line thousands of Ii long despite
heavy bombing.

To support the Vietnamese, Kampuchean
and Lao peoples' wars to resist U.S. aggression

and for national salvation, Premier Chou
worked tirelessly day and night. In the days
when U.S: imperialism was wildly bombing,
Premier Chou personally gave the order
for delivery of aid material right into the
hands of the peoples of Viet Nam, Kampuchea and Laos regardless of losses and
sacrifices. When the Vietnamese comrades were

in urgent

need

of laying. oil pipelines Premier

Chou immediately decided to slow down a pipeline project in China and to send the available
pipes to Viet Natn. To make sure that aid ma-

terial would reach the front line in south Viet
Nam, he showed great coneern over the means
of transport and packing. Bearing in mind the
condition of transport between north and south
Viet Nam and the fact that the work of loading
and unloading was then done mostly by
women, he gave instructions that no package
should be over 30 kilogrammes. He even sent
leading comrades to make investigations along
the transport routes and do everything in their
power to ensure that the goods reached the
front. He solemnly told them: "Don't come
back to see me until the mission is fulfilled."
19

Premier Chou wlth
Aslan, Afrlcan and

Latln

Amerloan
trlends.

In 1968, the Soviet Union carried out an out-

right armed invasion of Czechoslovakia.

The
next day, speaking at a National Day reception
at the Romanian Embassy, Premier Chou denounced the Soviet Union for degenerating into
social-imperialism and social-fascism. He often
drew on China's own experience to warn friends

from third world countries that as they struggled against old-line colonialism, they must be
vigilant against neocolonialism and guard
against the tiger at the back door, while driving
the wolf away from the front gate.

In a number of talks with Egyptian friends
after the Middle East October War in 1973, Premier Chou voiced support for the Arab people
in their struggle to break through the "no war,
no peace" situation created by the two hegemonic powers in the Middle East and to resist
Israeli aggression. He laid special stress on exposing the ignominious features of Soviet socialimperialism which had betrayed the liberation
cause of the Arab people.
Enhoncing the Unity of the Third World

The 1955 Afro-Asian Conference in Bandung, fndonesia, was the first big international
meeting of newly independent countries emerg20

ing from colonialist oppression. It could not
but make the imperialists and colonialists extremely apprehensive. When they failed in their
plot to pievent the conference, they tried to
drag

it into endless quarrels

and lead

it

to failure

by utilizing differences among Afro-Asian countries in social system and ideology and playing
on estrangements arising frqm long years of
colonialist rule.

Provocative voices under anti-communist
slogans were raised against China when the

way. But Premier Chou
full
was drawing to a close. Then he de-

conference got under

listened calmly to all the speeches until the

session
cided to have his original speech distributed in a
written form, while he personally drafted a sul>

plementary speech and delivered

it

on the spot.

The first thing he said was, "The Chinese
Delegation has come here to seek unity and not
to quarrel." The atmosphere cleared at once
in the meeting hall. Premier Chou went on:
"The Chinese Delegation has come here to seek
common ground, not to create divergence. Is
there any basis for seeking common ground
among us? Yes, there is. The overwhelming
majority of the Asian and African countries and
peoples have suffered and are still suffering
from the calamities of colonialism. This is
Peking Reoiew, No.
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us. If we seek common
ground in doing away with the sufferings and
calamities under colonialism, it will be very easy
for us to have mutual understanding and respect, mutual sympathy and support, instead of
mutual suspicion and fear, mutual exclusion and
acknowledged by all of

antagonism."

The Bandung Conference was from the
start a meeting at which Asian and African

countries claimed their national righis. Several
times, Premier Chou told leaders of other countries: "China, too, is not entirely independent.
The United States still occupies our Taiwan by
force and wilfully deprives us of our seat in the
United Nations." Since this was. the f{rst gather-

ing of Asian and African countries and there
was not yet a common understanding on this
issue, Premier Chou declared that China will
not raise its demands at the conference but will
fully support the anti-imperialist, anti-colonialist
demands of all countries. The aim was to avoid
bogging the meeting down in debate.
Because Premier Chou carried out Chairman Mao's principle of seeking common ground
on major questions while reserving differences

on minor points, the Bandung

Conference

steered clear of difficulties and dangers and
adopted the Ten Principles of the Afro-Asian
Conference. These Ten Principles grew out of
the Five Principles set forth first by Premier
Chou in 1954 and later that year confirmed in
joint statements between the Premiers

of China and India and of

China and

Burma.

Appraising Premier Chou's contrlbutions in
carrying out Chairman Mao's revolutionary line
in foreign affairs, a Pakistan paper wrote after
his death: In fact, the emergence of the concept of the third world should first of all be
ascribed to Chou En-lai. It could hardly have
been established without the work he did in the
1950s and 1960s that resulted in the unity of
Afro-Asian countries.

Promoting Economic Setf-Retionce by
Advocoting Mutuol Aid

During his tour of 14 Asian, African and
European countries in 1964, Premier Chou advanced the eight principles guiding China's aid
to other countries (See Peki,ng Retsieu, No. 48,
1977, p. 28). Under these eight principles, China
and other third world countries, helping and
learning from one another, set an example of
sincere co-operation in economic dealings among
nations. Premier Chou often told Chinese working personnel that Chinese aid is not a kind of
unilateral akns but embodies mutual support;
that if China should refuse to assist others who
wish to make revolution, it would mean betray-

ing the revolution; that the sole purpose of
China's economic and technical co-operation
with friendly countries is to help them stand on

their own feet and develop their own indeReceiving garlands and bouquets from

ehildren while visiting Nepal

The Second Afro-Asian Conference,
for 1965, was not convened
due to sabotage by the Soviet Union and
the particular circumstances of the time.
However, under the influence of the
spirit of the Bandung Conference, the
unity of third world countries extended
from Asia and Africa to Latin America.
As Premier Chou said at a Cairo press
conference, so long as we pay attention
to seeking common ground on major
questions while reserving differences on
minor points, a.nd resolutely do not allow
scheduled

imperialism to meddle, we can extend and
consolidate the great unity of the third
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if China should
only look after itself, it would be national
egotism, and that if China should boast of
its aid to others it would be great-nation
pendent national economies; that

chauvinism.

While imposing a "blockade" and "embargo" on China in 1952, the United States
f-grced down the price of rubber on the interribtional market; so that Sri Lanka could neither
export rubber nor import rice. Upon learning
this, Premier Chou immediately decided that

China would buy rubber from Sri Lanka and
sell it rice at a price favouqable to it, although
there were still no diplomatic relations between
the two countries. This was an example of
third wortd countries engaging in mutual assistance and trade on an equal footing with
mutual benefit.

After the death of Premier .Chou, a paper
many a moment of
crisis he generously stretched out his hand of
friendship to help Sri Lanka weather an impending crisis. ... Their aid lines were given
with conditions obviously intended to buffer an

in Sri Lanka wrote: "In

economy and help it on to self-sufficiency. This
was a philosophy he believed in, not for his own
country alone but to all friendly nations."

Premier Chou said to leaders of friendly
countries on a number of occasions: We will
study and follow closely the projects we provide
for you, and every one of them should, from beginning to end, be beneficial and not a burden
on you. Otherwise, our assistance would do no
good. Following Premier Chou's directives, our
country has helped friendly countries build factories and other enterprises to suit their concrete conditions and make the fullest possible
uie of their own materials, so that they can
stand on their own feet. For instance, we help
them build textile mills, sugar refineries, tea
processing plants and cigarette factories, and
also help them grow cotton, sugar cane, tea and
tobacco. Sometimes;'the products we help
friendly countries-produce are exactly the very
commodities we traditionally exported to them.
put so long as these friendly countries want and

.

are able to produce them, China does not hesitate
those

to help them achieve self-sufficiency in
products.
22

Premier Chou devoted much energy and

thought to the Tanzania-Zambia Railway
project, which took six years to build. As one
African newspaper put it, the railway is one of
many milestones in the sincere friendship Chou
En-lai showed for Africa. The July 19?6 meeting to. celebrate the completion of the railway
mourned Premier Chou, expressing the respect
the people of Tanzania and Zambia have for

the memory of the late Chinese Premier.
Unbridled fishing in Latin American waters
by the two hegemonic powers, the United States
and the Soviet Union, provoked indignation in
Latin Arnerican 'countries and forced them to
claim'rights over 200 nautical miles of water.
Premier Chou many times gave instructions to
give them energetic support in this just strug-

gle.

In.Decemper 1970, he told friends from
countries which upheld their 200nautical-mile claim had defeated the two superpowers in the struggle for sea rights. You have
won! Again in June 19?1, he told Peruvian
friends: We support you in your struggle to
uphold 200 nautical miles. You were forced to
put forward this claim. Wherever there is oppression, there is resistance. We raise both

Chile: The

hands

in

approval.

The slogan of economic independence Premier Chou raised at the Bandung Conference
won a warm response from many countries.
Developments

in the struggle against imperial-

ism, colonialism and hegemonism further testified that economic independence is a common
aspiration of third world countries. This demand
has grown into a gigantic movement for a new

international economic order.
Abiding, by the Principle of Equotity
For

All Nstions

In handling relations with third world countries, PremierChou always observed the principle of equality among all states, large or small,

and would brook no great-power chauvinism in
any shape or form in China's diplomatic activities, regardless of time, place or circumstances.
The press of many countries praised Premier
Chou as a most. esteemed personage and a
mod.el in putting into practice his own principles.

While visiting the Democratic Republic of
Viet Nam in November 1956, he made a special
Peking Retsieu, N6.
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trip to the Temple of Trung Trac and

Trung Nhi, Vietnamese

national
heroines who led the resistance to
aggression by a feudal Chinese
dynasty 2,000 years ago, and placed
flowers before their images. The
Vietnamese people were deeply impressed by New Chi.na's {irm opposition to chauvinism and strict adherence to internationalism. .This hit
hard at the sinister attempts of imperialists and reactionaries to divert
against the people of New China the
rightf ul indignation of the Vietnamese people at the feudal Chinese
dynasties, to fan national hatred
and disrupt the friendship between
the people of the two countries.

in

When New China was founded
it confronted boundary ques-

1949,

tions ief! over from the past.
Under Premier Chou's personal
guidance and in accordance with the principle
of equality and mutual benefit, of mutual understanding and accommodation and of mutual
respect for each other's territorial sovereignty,
China delineated boundary lines and concluded
treaties on boundary questions with one neighbouring country after another.

On the question of overseas Chinese, Premier Chou and the Indonesian Prime Minister
signed in 1955 a treaty concerning the question
of dual nationality, solving a difficult and complicated problem inherited from the old days.
He received local Chinese nationals, first in
Bahdung and then in Djakarta, explaining the
treaty to them and urging those who retained
Chinese citizenship to respect the sovereignty of
the host country and its government's law, unite
with its people in friendship and live with them
in harmony.
Premier Chou showed great respect for the
customs of the countries he visited, and urged
all Chinese comrades to do the same.

Burma was celebrating its traditional
Thinggan (water-splashing festival) while he was
there on a visit one y@r. Though he had just
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Celebrating Thinggan (water-splashing
festival). with the people of Burma (1960).
been vaccinated, he and Viee-Premier Chen Yi,
in Burmese costumes, went among the local people and shared their joy in ushering in the New
-Year
according to the Burmese calendar. The
Burm6se leader jokingly asked Premier Chou:
'iWho are the Chinese and who the Burmese?"
"Chinese and Burmese are paukphaws (rela-

tives) after all," he replied.

Fremier Chou never let pass

a trace

of

great-power chauvinism among Chinese person-

nel working in foreign affairs. Once he heard
that a Chinese abroad had injured someone in
a car accident. He immediately ordered leading
rnembers of departments coneerned to reexamine their own work and to make a proper
settlement of the accident. Later, he apologized
in person to leaders of that country.
"

As early as in his lnaugural Aililress of the

W orking M en's International. Association,

Matx

"to vindicate the sim'
justice,
which ought to
ple laws of morals and
govern the relations of private individuals, as
the rules paramount .of the intercourse of nations." And so it was Premier Chou, alwayq'our
example in personal moral character, who fulasked the wgrking class

23

the good points of other countries. Premier

filled Marx's expectations for proletarian diple.
mats in international relations.

Chou.told the table tennis players who had won
a number of world championships not to be dizzy
with success, nor to get discouraged after a defeat or let success keep them from learning
from others. The world-renowned principle of

Studying AII Notions' Strong Points
ln Seorch of Knowledge
In China's foreign relations, 'Premier
Chou held that all countries, large or small,
have their good qualities and strong points.
Wherever he went, he modestly learnt from
others anything that might be useful to China's
socialist construction. When he went on an 11nation tour of Asia and Europe in 1956, he set
the aim as: "Seek friendship, seek peace and

"friendship first, competition second"

seek knowledge."

'

In all his visits abroad, hemier Chou always found time tq go and see industrial, agricultural, scientific, technical and cultural institutions of other countries. During a visit to
Africa, when he heard that there were a number
of advanced oil refineries, he went to see them
despite the extreme heat and asked about production, management,' equipment and techniques. Premier Chou also repeatedly instructed
Chinese personnel abroad to fully introduce the
achievements in construction of the countries
they were stationed in. When he received members of study groups or delegations going
abroad, he inevitably taught them to learn from
Visiting a Sri Lanka village

(1957).

came

from Premier Chou.

During the early 1960s, when the antiimperialist, anti-colonialist and anti-hegemonist
struggles waged by the revolutionary peoples of
the third world were spreading like a prairie
fire, Premier Chou proposed the setting up of
the Tungfang (Oriental) Song and Dance Ensemble as a means of learning the songs and
dances of Asian, African and Latin American
countries and learning the good points of their
national art, in order to enrich our own art and
serve the world revolution.
Premier Chou paid special attention to the
Americas, where he had never been, and especially to Latin America. He often praised the

'

ancient culture of the Latin American people
and their heroic anti-imperialist struggles. In
April 1973, Mexican President Luis Echeverria
Alvarez visited China, and Premier Chou accompanied him to Tachai, though he was already
ill. They discussed the two countries' agricultural development and exchanged experience.
Later, he sent a delegation to Mexico
to study the cultivation of fine strains
and other farming experience.
Another characteristic of Premier
Chou's proletarian style of diplomacy
was his warmth towards all labouring
people.

Whenever he boarded a foreign
plane, he would greet the crew, shake
hands with them and take a picture

together with them. Wherever he
lived, whether it was a, palace, a
presidential mansion, a state guest
house or an ordinary hotel, he would

always thank the waiters, cooks,
chauffeurs and others for their services. It was a rare experience for
them, and some said with emotion:
"He really iq a people's premier."
Peking Reoiew, No.
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On every visit abroad he would
see all the foreign employees at
the Chinese Embassies. There
were a number of so-called "untouchables" among the Indian
employees at the Chinese Embassy

in New Delhi. Though they led
a life of equality in the embassy
they were surprised when Premier
Chou stretched out his hand to
them.

In early 1957 when Premier
Chou and Vice-Premier Ho Lung
visited Sri Lanka, they were invited to speak at a welcome rally
in Colombo. Suddenly a tropical
doltnpour came and the host at
once held an umbrella over Premier Chou. Seeing that the masses
had no umbrellas or raincoats, Premier Chou
firmly declined the proffered umbrella and,
standing in the rain, delivered a long address in
support of the anti-colonialist struggle of the
Sri Lankan people.
Defying All Hordships ond Working
Tirelessly

Whether in struggles at home or abroad.
Premier Chou was heedless of his own safety.
On the eve of the Bandung Conference, the
.chartered airliner Kashmir Princess carrying an
advance party of the Chinese Delegation was

blown up

in mid-air by a bomb

planted by

enemy agents and all on board were killed. It
was clear that the enemy intended to assassinate

the Premier and undermine the Afro-Asian
Conference. Speculation was rife in many countries that Premier Chou would not appear at
the conference in person, but he flew to attend
the conference on schedule.

-

Premier Chou, who never gave a thought to
his own safety, showed every care and consideration for the safety of others. In 1964, on:the
eve of his visit to Ghana during a tour of 14
countries, an unsuccessful attempt to overthrow
President Kwame Nkrumah was reported. The
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Visiting Somalia

(1964).

host felt that he was not in a position to give
full assurance of his guest's safety as the situation in the country was still more or less fluid.
But Premier Chou on his part held that this
was the moment to give support to an African
country dedicated to anti-imperialism and anticolonialism. He decided to make the visit as
scheduled and suggested that the host cancel all
protocol arrangements at the airport and that
the talks be held and banquets given in the castle
where President Nkrumah lived. The Premier
brought t!'e President a message from Chairman
Mao Tsetung which greatly heartened the people

of

Ghana.

Premier Chou was known as "a man
who worked 18 hours a day." This was true
whether he was at home or abroad. His tours

in 1956 and of 14 countries in
particularly exhausting. Each covered
more than 50,000 kilometres and lasted two or
three'months. Most younger members of his
party found it taxing, but Premier Chou never
appeared tired. His grasp of things never
lapsed either at talks or on social occasions.
When taking part in an international conference, Premier Chou often worked round the
clock. In Geneva, his delegation's personnel all
took the chance to go and see beautiful Lake
L6man and the snow-capped AIps. But not our
of

11 countries

1964 were

ZJ

Premie-r. For'him,
work.

it

was always work, work,

Fight to the Very End

In the course qf the Great Proletarian Cul- .
tural Revolution, both Lin Piao and the "gang
of four" tried to sabotage China's foreign affairs in .their conspiracy to work against Chairman Mao and Premier Chou and usurp Party and
state power. They agitated for slogans like
"Down with everything" and "All-round, civil
war" at home. Internationally, they hit out in
all directions to antagonize everyone and even
engineered the wrecking and burning of a
foreign diplomatic.mission in Peking.

been expanded and consolidated.

In line with a strategic decision of Chairman
Mao, Premier Chou played a direct part in
breaking the deadlock in Sino-American relations, in the establishment of diplomatic relations between China and Japan, and in the restoration 'to China of its rightful seat in , the
United Nations. Thanks to the Premier's efforts, China formed diplomatic ties with many
countries and advanced significantly its contacts
with the other third world countries.
26

Through hard struggle, Chairman Mao's rev-

olutionary line in foreign affairs, which Prerhier Chou upheld and carried out so firmly,
triumphed.
No one can fathom how much of his heart's
blood poured into the battle against vicious
enemies, both internal and external, during the
Cultural. Revolution, and how much of his
energy went into uniting our people and uniting
our friends internationally.

But Premier Chou was a steeled fighter
who had met and defeated fierce enemies at
home and abroad. He swept aside endless
disruption and sabotage by Lin Piao and the
"gang of four.?' IIe pointed out explicitly that
what Lin Piao and the "gang of four" pursued
vr'as "Left" in form but Right opportunist in essence and intended to plunge New China founded by Chairman Mao into international isolation.
Often he would meet with the personnel concerned several times a day, to reiterate policies
and decide on measures to combat the antics of
Lin Piao and the "gang of four" and retfieve
the grave situation they had created.
During the Cultural Revolution, Chairman
Mao put forward the great theory of the differentiation of the three worlds. This strategic
decision was put into practice by Premier Chou
in an exemplary manner. As a result the international united front against hegemonism has

Reporting on the warmth with which foreign
diplomats greeted Premier Chou at the 1974
National Day reception, the last he hosted,
a foreign ne\rs agency noted that "the
foreign policy carried out by Premier Chou has
resulted in 50 countries extending diplomatic
recognition to China in the past four years."

visiting China sincerely invited the Premier to pay
a visit to their countries, he would always smile
and say: "I am old, maybe l will not have the
chance." At that time Premier Chou suffered
from both heart disease and cancer.

After

.

1972, when many foreign leaders

But in the first nine months of 1975, Premier Chou still managed to meet foreign guests
in hospital 32 times, 28 meetings being with
friends from the third world. Later his feet became so swollen that he could no longer wear
leather shoes and had to put on a pair of
specially made, loose cotton shoes. On Juiy 5
that year, he used a Chinese brush for the last
time to put down Chairman Mao's teaching:
"Dig tunnels deep, store grain everywhere, and
never seek hegemony." He had room in his
heart at all times for the 800 million people of
China and the 4,000 million people of the yuhole
world and he himseif was the only exception.

On Janqary 8, 1976, our Premier's life
battle drew to a close. With his last ounce of
strength, the Premier sang The Internotionale
in a faini voice: "This is the final conflict, let
each stand in his place; the Internationale shall
be the human race!"
(A slightly abridged translation of

an

article written bg the'Foreign Mi.ntstr17 Theoretical Group)
Peking Retsi,eu, No. I2

Science ond Scientists Revito lized

Since last September uhen the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
issueil the Ci,rcular on Holding National Sci,ence
Conference, there harse been inareasing actitsities
fiel.d and
scientific research usork has been progressing at
a-faster pace. The lollotaing reports mimor this
inspiring. situation from d.itferent angles.
Ed.

in Cbina's scientifi,c and technological

-

By the end of last year, the association held

joint symposium for China's scientific societies
in the field of zoology, geography, metallurgy,
aviation and forestry. It was attended by more
than 500 old, middle-aged and young scientists,
cadres and model workers. After reviewing
what had been achieved and exchanging experiences, the symposium made a preliminary
a

summing-up of the achievements in parasitology,
geomorphology, forestry and crack mechanics.

Scientific Societies
Restored
rFHE Scientific and Technical Association of
I the People's Republic of China and its affiliated societies for various disciplings .of

'

natural science have been restored. While consolidating themselves organizationally, they are
now actively engaged in furthering their work.
Last August, the association organized three

for scientists and model workers to
talk with youngsters in Peking. The young people were encouraged to study diligently in' an
effort to acguire as much cultural and scientific
knowledge as possible, so that they can make a
contribution to making China a modern And
powerful socialist country. This has evoked
strong repercussions among the young. people
throughout the country.
meetings

Later, towards the end of last September a
forum was sponsored by the same association.
It was devoted to discussing how the association
and the specialized societies should function bnd
do their work in the days ahead so as to keep
pace with the rapid development of science and
technology in China.
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A reseorch institute under the Chinese Acodemy
of Sciences hos successfully mode opticol fibres
thot tronsmit telephone messoges, television
imoges, sound ond photos on beom of light'
27

A total of 483 treatises and reports were read out at the
symposium.

Since last August the
of Metals has

Chinese Society

held one acadeinic report meeting a week to acquaint technicians and cadres in the
metallurgical field with the
world's advanced techniques.

The Chinese Society of
Mechanical Engineering has
called together a large number

.

of scientists and

technicians to
write and compile a new work,
H and.b ootc*

of

M echanin s.

At a symposium organized
by the Chinese Autornation Society, reports were maile on the

achievements in automatic control theory and
system and their application in production and

scientific research.
The Scientific and Technical Assirciation of
the People's Republic olqbina is a country=friile
mass organization-. Its affiliated- societies of
different drsciplines undertake to pool the ei-

forts of scientists, technicians and workerin science and technology who
work in different unit6, trades and places but
are engaged in the study of the same discipline.
Before the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution started in 1966, there were 53 national

peasant activists

societies under the association and nearly 1,000
'Peosont

scientist Wu Chi-chong hos worked out
mony new cotton-growing techniques which hove
greotly roised cotton yields,

Veteron mothemoticion Su Pu-ching

with young technicions ond

workers.

local ones in the provinces, municipalities and
autonomous regions. Under the leadership of
the Party, these acaderriic organizatio.ns played
an important role in promoting academic exchanges and popularizing scibntific knowledge,
in carrying out scientific research and training
competent personnel, in developing our science
and technology and in uniting, educating and
remoulding intellectuals. But owing to interference and'sabotage by the ."gang of four"
who maligned these societies and their academic
activities as "pr,gviding the bourEeois-ie witb
opportunities [o spreail- poison," they were
torced to suspend their activities.

In February this year, the association called
an enlarged meeting of its presidium to sum
up the work done by the various societies in
the past year and discuss the tasks for the current year. Representatives from 45 societies (17
of science, 21 of engineering, three of agricultural science and four of medical science)
attendetl the meeting and they expressed their
determination to promote academic activities on
a wider scale, do a good iob in academic exchanges and popularizing scientific knowledge,
pay constant attention to spotting talented and

promising people and keep the departments
concerned informed of whatever new discoveries
and suggestions are made by scientists and the
rnassss. They all pledged to make contributions
Peking Reuiew, Na.
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to the modernization of, agriculture,

industry,
national defence and science and technology.

Commending the
Advanced
Chinese Academy of Sciences recently
THE
r called a meeting of its affiliates in the Peking area to . cite and present a#erds. to a
number of advance? lnits and individuals for
waging a resolute struggle against the "gang of
four's" perverse actions, for persisting in their

the Party Central Committee to develop science
and technology. Scientists, t€chnicians, cadres
and workers there are in buoyant spirits and
devoted to their work heart and soul. Rapid
progress in scientific research last year led to
the completion of over 100 major research projects, some of which were close to or up to
advanced world levels.

All scientists and technicians now air their
views fully and freely at lively academic discussions in the various institutes under the
academy. This has promoted a situatibn in
which a hundred schools of thought contend.
Last year, the number of scientific papers produeed by the Institute of Mathematics was three
times the average figure for previous years and
the number of contributions to the institute's
three journals nearly doubled as compared with
1976. The Peking Observatory presented 18
, papers and reports at the 1977 national forum on
astrophysies as against none'at a similar meeting in 1975.

In striking

contrast to what the "gang of
four" did in defaming and persecuting scientific
and technical personnel, the Party Central Committee headed by Chairman Hua shows the
utmost concern for them, has firm faith in them,

and encourages them to invent and create. In
its Circular on Holding NAtional Science Conference, the Party Cenfial Committee set, as one
commending
advanced elements, especially those scientists,
technicians, workers, peasants and soldiers
who have inventions or creations to their credit.

of the tasks of the conference,

After ten yeors of reseorch work, Huong Tungnien,

o recently promoted engineer, hos invented

o new method which gives on instont computerized
record of the integrote error of o geor in motion,
shows locolized errors of the geor ond mokes corrections eosy by indicoting the sources of the
errors. This technique hos.cought up with ond
surpossed'the level which other countries took 40
yeors to ottoin.

in spite of difficulties and, in
particular, for striving to push forward China's
science and technology and making outstanding
achievements over the past year and more.
research work

The Chinese Academy of Sciences, a comprehensive research centre of natural science,
has now taken on a completely new look thanks
to the series of impo.rtant measures taken by
March 24,
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Since the circular was published, some
provinces, municipalities, autonomous regions
and departments.concerned under the State
Council have held meetings to commend individuals and collectives for their outstanding
contributions in scienee and technology. The
press has given wide publicity to their exploits.
The title of "Advanced Sclentific and Technical
Worker" was conferred on 931 scientists and
technicians in Shanghai last month where more
than 550 major scientific research projects and
some 20,000 technical innovations were brought
to fruition last year. To greet the convening
of the national science conference, scientists,
technicians and workers in this rnetropolis have
completed 120 scientific research projects ahead
29

of schedule. The Chinese Academy of

Sciences

last year successfully carried out more than

100

research projects. To date several tens of
thousands of important scientific and technical
.achievements have been reco.lnmended by
various places and trades for review at the national science conference.

More Science Publications
rnHE

Science Publishing House has planned to

I put out 50 per cent more books this year

than in 19??, as quite a number of well-known
scientists are now writing new works.

A dozen or so scientists have worked
together on the lntrod,uction to Mod.ern
Sci,ence and Technologgr running to more than
300,000 words. It will bring readers up to date
on important scientific developments.
Geologist Chang Wen-yu is now working on
a monograph entitled Mechanical and. Historical
Analgses of Tectonics. In their work Appli.cation

of the Theory of

Numbers

in

Approeimate

Hua lo-keng and
Wang Yuan advance a new computational
4ethod of value integral calculus. Studies of
the world's biggest stone meteorite shower
which occurred in Kirin Province, northeast
China, in March 1976 have led to the compila-

Chen JenJu (tirst

lrom tightr, d worker who
hos become on ossistont reseorcher in the

Shonghoi lnstitute of Computing. Technology,
ond his colleogues hove built o lorge electron
comPuter'

Analgsi,s, mathematicians

tion of the Popers Presented at the Symposium
on the Kirin Meteorite Shouer which deals with
the scientific value of the shower as seen from
more than 30 disciplines of natural science and
sets forth briginal views on the subject.

Among the works already completed or
being written at the moment are monographs
on basic science, applied science and new techniqu'es. Applying materialist dialectics, biologist
Chen Shih-hsiang has made new analyses and
generalizations of evolution and classification
in his latest work Eoolution and Classifdcatr,on
which his colleagues in the field consider a
breakthrough. Woman physicist Hsieh Hsi-teh
will soon begin to write a monograph on surface
physics, the first of its kind in Chinese scientific
literature.
Many scientists, though now advanced in
years, are redoubling their efforts to sum up
30

the fruitful results of their studies. .lao Ctrinchih, a scholar in algae for 50 years, plans to
write up his research findings into three
volumes. Basing himself on clinical experience
gained oyer the past 60 years and more, Cheng
Huai-hsien, ,a specialist in orthopaedics, has
completed a large, million-word volume. Eighty'
three-year-old Professor Hsia Wei-ying is a
specialist in checking and annotating qncient
literary works, partioularly in the field of agricultural seience and farming techniques. Though
he is now blind, he is revamping and proofreading his works with the help of assistants'
Young scientists alSo have begun to write
books. Chen Ching-jun, one of the world's most
distinguished mathematicians in research on the
theory of numbers, has completed the manuscript
of. The Elementary Nurnber Theory, on top of
a number of important papers written in recent
years.

In addition, some of the scientists are taking
an active part in writing popular science books
and compiling reference books of science and
technology.
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Gonstitution of the Ghinese People's

Political Gonsultatiue GonlerenGe
(Adopted on March 8, 1978 by the Fifth National Committee
of the C.P.P.C.C. at its First Session)

General Principles
rFUn Chinese People's Political Consultative
I Conference (C.P.P.C.C.), a revolutionary
united front organization ted by the Communist
Party of China, was founded by our great leader
and teacher Chairman Mao Tsetung. Since the
founding of the People's Republic of China, Ied
and presided over by Chairman Mao and his
close comrade-in-arms Premier Chou En-lai,
and uniting the people of all nationalities
throughout the country, the masses of intellectuals and al1 patriotic forces, the C.P.P.CS- -bas
played an important role in heloing nembers of
thc national bourgeoisie to acceplsocialist trans-

formation. in implementiig the principle of
long-term coexistence and, mutual supervision
Detween fhe Communist Party of China-and the
patriotie ilemocratic -paflles, irr carrying out t]le
policies on nationalities, overseas Chinei;e affairs
aniil re-Iigion, in co[sqlida-tbg. and developing
fhblevolutionary ulrited fr.gnt. jrr qobrlizing all
@sitive factors to serve the socialist ssu.sa, ond
iri frsisting in the f-ight against social-irnBerialism end tmrErialism and a'qnorting the revolution4ry struggles of the peoples of the world.
,

In carrying out Chairman Mao's behests,
thb Central Committee of the Communist Party
of China headed by bur wise leader Chairman
Hua Kuo-feng led the people of all nationalities
in the country in smashing the anti-Party "gang
of four" of Wang Hung-wen, Chang Chun-chiao,
Chiang Ching and Yao Wen-yuan. It was another great victory following the overthrow of
Morch 24, 1978

the two bourgeois headquarters of Liu Shao-chi
and Lin Piao, and it marked the successful conclusion of China's first Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and the beginning of a new
period of development in its socialist revolution
and socialist construction.
The general task facitrg our people in the
new period is to firmly carry out the line of the
1lth Party Congress, persist in continuing the
revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat, deepen the three great revolutionary movements of class struggle, the struggle for production and scientific experiment, and transform
China into a great and powerful socialist country
with modern agriculture, industry, national defence and science and technology before the end
of the century. With this general task in view,
the C.P.P.C.C. should strengthen the great unity
of the people of all nationalities in the country,
)develop the revolutionary united front which is
led by the workiqg class and based on the
worker-peasant alliance and which unites the
vast numbers of intellectuals and other labouring people, patriotic democratic parties, patriotic
personages, compatriots in and from Taiwan,
Hongkong and Macao as well as overseas Chinese, rally all the forces that can be united, mobilize all the positive factors and turn the negative factors as far as possible into positive ones,
fight internal and external enemies, further
consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat
and strive to make China a modern, powerful
socialist country by the end of the century. In
the international strugfle, following Chairman
3I

Mao's great theory

of the three worlds, the
i* efforts to.firmly im-

C.P.P.C:C. should U"rrh

plementing Chairman Mao's revolutionary line
in Ioreign affairs and opposing superpower hegemonism and war policy. AII units and individuals participating in the C.P.P.C.C. must closely
rally around the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China headed by Chairman
Hua, hold high the great banner of Chairman
Mao, work in unison, fight in unity and shoulder the glorious tasks history has entrusted to
us.

The Constitution of the People's Republic of
China is the fundamental law which the people
of all nationalities in our country must observe
and it is the common programme which all units

and individuals participating in the C.P.P.C.C.
must follow.,The six political criteria* put forward by Chairman Mao on the basis of the principles of our Constitution are the criteria in the
Chinese people's political life for judging
whether one's words and deeds are right or
wr6ng, and they form the political basis for the
long-term coexistence and mutual supervision
between the Communist Party and the various
demijcratic parties and for the revolutionary
united front in our country at the present stage.
The C.P.P.C.C. should, under the leadership
of the Communist Party of China, carry forward
the fine tradition of democratic consultation
fostered by Chairman Mao and Premier Chou,
apply in earnest the principles of "Say all you
know and say it without reserve," "Blame not
the speaker but be warned by his words," and
"Correct mistakes if you have committed them
and guard against them if you have not," and
strive to create a political situation in which
there are both centralism and democracy, both
discipline and freedom, both unity of will and
personal ease of mind and liveliness.

The Fifth National Committee of

the

first plenary session
bn the following guiding rules to be observed
by ali units and individuals participating in it:
C.P.P.C,C. has decided at its

1. Support the leadership of the Communist Party of China and China's socialist system
of the dictatorship of the proletariat, support
the Constitution of the People's Republic of
. See Peking Reoiew, No. 1.1, 1978, p.
32

26.

China and work wholeheartedly

for its imple-

mentation.

2. Hold high the great banner of Chairman
Mao, adhere to the basic line of the Communist
Party of China for the entire historical period

socialism and persevere in continuing the
revoluti,on under the dictatorship of the proletariat, uphold the general line of going all out,
aiming high and achieving greater, faster, better
and more economical results in building socialism, guard against capitalist restoration and consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat.

of

3. Abide by and propagate the principles
and policies of the Communist Party of China
and the state, maintain close ties with the masses, assist the state organs and mobilize the social forces to take an active part in the soeialist
revolution and socialist construction.
4. Taiwan Province has been China's
sacred territory since ancient

times. The com-

patriots in Taiwan are our own flesh and blood.
We are determined to liberate Taiwan and make
joint efforts for accomplishing the great cause

of unifying our motherland.

5. Give play to our patriotism, heighten
our revolutionary vigilance, enhance our sense
of war preparedness and make positive contributions in combating subversion and aggression
by social-imperialism and imperialism bnd in
defendiirg the motherland.
6. Implement China's revolutionary line
and policies in foreign affairs, uphold proletarian internationalism, strengthen our friendly
relations with the people of other countries,
promote the development of the international
united front against hegemonism and wage unremitting struggles against superpower hegemonism and war policy.
7. Study hard, on a voluntary basis, Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, and, in
the practice of the three great revolutionary
movements of class struggle, the struggle for
production and scientific experiment, remould
our world outlook step by step.
8. The unification of our country, the
unity of our people and the unity of our various
basic guarantees of
nationalities
- these are the
the sure triumph of our cause. We must, under
Peking Reuieta, No.
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the guidance of Chairman Mao's revolutionary
line, be frank and straightforward, pool ideas
from various sources, be upright and selfless, be
open and aboveboard, practise criticism and selfcriticism, uphold the truth, correct mistakes
and continually strengthen the unity inside the
revolutionary united front.

but they must carry out the resolution in accord:
ance with the principle of the minority being
subordinate to the majority, and there should b9
no violations; any unit or individual disagreeing
entirely with an important resolution is free to
declare withdrawal from the Chinese People's
Political Consultative Conference.

7 When a member unit or individual
of the C.P.P.C.C. National Committee has
Article

Chopter One
General Organizational
Principles
Article I
The Chinese People's Political Consiiltative Conference comprises,. as its basis, representatives of the Communist Party of China,
patriotic democratic parties, people's organizations and'people from all walks of life.

gravely violated the C.P.P.C.C. Constitution or
a National Committee resolution, ttre National
Committee may, in accordance with the'gravity
of the offence, take the disciplinary measure of
issuing a warn4ng or disqualifying the member-

ship of the unit or individual concerned
When a member unit or individual of a
local committee has gravely violated the

sultative Conference establishes a National

C.P.P.C.C. Constitution or a resolution adopted
by the National Committee or by a loeal corrimittee, the local committee iray, in accordance
with the gravity of the offence, take the disciplinary measure of issuing a warning or disqualifying the membership of the unit or indi-

Co:nmittee and local committees.

vidual concerned.

Aiticte 3 The relationship between the Nalional Committee and the local committees and

If the unit or individual concerned disagrees
with the 'disciplinary measure ' taken, the said
unit or individual may ask for a review of the
case; in the case of a unit or individual belong-

Article

2

The Chinese People's Political Con-

'6edween

a local committee and local committees
dt a lower level is one of the former giving guidqnce to the latter.

Article 4 All units and individuals participating in the National Cornmittee or a local
committee have the duty to observe and act according to the Constitution of the Chinese Peo-

ing to a local committee, appeals may be made
to the committees at the higher levels.

Chapter .Two

ple's Political Consultative Conference.

Article 5
The local committees have the duty
to observe and carry out the resolutions adopted
by the National Committee and its calls issued
throughout .the country.
Article 6
A resolution of the plenary session
of the C.P.P.C.C. National Committee or of its
Standing Commitfee, and a resolution of the
plenary session of a local committee or of itS
standing committee, can be adopted only with
the concurrence of more than one half of the
members of the plenum. All participating upits
and individuals must observe and carry out such
a resolution. If and when there is any disagreement, they may declare their reservations and
bring it up for discussion at the next meeting,
March 24,
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General Working
Principles
Article 8

In acconiance wittr ttre General
Principles of the C.P.P.C.C. Constitution, the
National Committee and local committees of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference conduct democratic consultations and
activities relating to major affairs in the country's political life and in the revolutionary
united front.
Article 9 The National Committee and loeal
committees encourage the patriotic democratic parties, peoplds organizations and
33

people from all walks of life to take part in the
socialist revolution and socialist construction
and to serve the people wholeheartedly.

Article 10

In

accordance

with the

General
C.P.P.C.C. Constitution, the

Principles of the
National Committee and local committees undertake mainly to do the following tasks:

1. Organize and encourage the patriotic
democratic parties, people's organizations and
people from all walks of life to study hard,
on a voluntary basis, Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought, current affairs and politics
and, through various feasible ways and in connection with practice, learn from the workers,
peasants and soldiers, carry out criticism and
self-criticism and remould their ideology.
2. Hold report meetings and

forums,

organize visits and tours for investigation and
study so as to gather and supply information on
the actual situation, give advisory opinions or
suggestions, assist the state organs in publicizing and implementing policies and in improving
their work.

3. Conduct activities in the

political,

economic, cultural, educational, scientific and
technological fields in co-ordination with the
departments concerned and extensively solicit
the people's opinions and spot talented people
for the benefit of national construction. Put into
practice the policy of letting a hundred flowers
blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend so as to facilitate the thriving of socialist
culture and the progress of science.

4.

Collect, collate and edit materials for

the writing of

bcj,oks on such subjects as modern

Chinese history and history

o[ the Chinese rev-

olution.

5. Carry out work in connection with the
liberation of Taiwan.
6. Study international affairs; propagate
and implement the government's foreign policy
and, in accordance with a unified arrangement,
engage in activities for the development of the
international united front.
7. Treat seriously the letters the people
send in 'and the complaints they make when
they call.
Article tl

The Chinese People's Political
Consultative Conference carries forward the
34

fine tradition of democratic consultation, adheres to the mass line, maintains close ties with
the people of all walks of life, helps in the exchange

of ideas, adjustment of relationships and

co-ordination

of

action.

Chopter Three

The National Committee
Articte 12 The National Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
is made up of the representatives of the Communist Party of China, patriotic democratic par-

ties, patriotic personages with no party affiliation, people's organizations and people of all
walks of life as well as individuals by special

invitation. The minority nationalities, compatriots in Hongkong and Macao and returned
overseas Chinese should have an appropriate
representation.
The participating units, the number and the
choice of members of each National Committee

are decided on by the Standing Committee of
the previous National Committee through consultation.
When the National Committee deems

essary

to increase or

it

nec-

change the participating

units or the number and the choice of members
during its term of office, its Standing Committee
should make decisions through consultation.

Article 13

The C.P.P.C.C. National Committee is elected for a term of five years. When
necessary, its term of office may be extended, or
its succeeding National Committee may be convened before the due date.
Article 14 The C.P.P.C.C. National Committee has a Chairman, a number of ViceChairmen and a secretary-gdneral.

Article 15

The CP.P.C.C. National Com-

mittee sets up a Standing Committee to handle
its affairs.
The Standing Committee is composed of the
Chairman of the National Committee, the ViceChairmen, the secretary-general arid a number

of members.
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Article 16

The C.P.P.C.C. National

Com-

mittee holds a plenary session once every year,
to be convened by the Standing Committee.
When the Standing pommittee deems it necessary, the plenary session may be convened be-

fore the due date or postponed.

Artiele 17 The following functions and powers of the C.P.P.C.C. National Committee are
exercised by the plenary session:

l. Revision of the

C.P.P.C.C. Constitu-

tion;

2. Election of the Chairman, a number of
Vice-Chairmen and the secretary-general of the
National Committee and members of its Standing Committee;

3. Hearing and examining the report on
the work of the Standing Committee.
Article 18 The C.P.P.C.C. National Committee has a number of assistant secretariesgeneral .appointed by the Standing Committee
to assist the secretary-general's work.

of life in the locality as well as individuals by
invitation. The minority nationalities in
the lo.cality should have an appfopriate repre-

speeial

sentation.

The participating units, the number and
the choice of meiabers of each local committee
are decided on through consultation by the
standi4g committee of lfre previous local .committee.

When a local aommittee deems

it

necessary

to increase or change the participating units or
the number and the'choice of membbrs during
its term of office, its standing committee should
make the decisions through consultation..

Article 22 The C.P.P.C,C. provineial committees, autonomous regional committees and
cpmmittees of municipalities directly unde4 the
Central Government are elected {or'a term of
five years-

23 A C.P.P.C.C. Iocal committee has
chair.man, a number of vice+hairmen and a
secretary-general.
Article

a

It sets up a secretariat which works under
the secretary-general.

Article 24 A C.P.P.C.C. local committee sets
up a standing committee io handle its aifairs.

Artic_le 19 The C.P.P.C.C. National Committee may set up a number of working oiganizations when necessary; this should be decided
by the Standing Committee.

The standing committee'is composed of a
chairman, a number .of vice-chairmen, a secretary-general and a number of members,

necessary.

Chopter Four

Article ?.8 The following functions and
of a C.P.P.C.C. local committee are

powers

The Local Committees
Article 20 , Provincial committees,

exercised by its plenary session:
autono-

mous regional committees and municipal .committees of the C.P.P.C.C. are dstablished in the
provinces, autonomous regions and municipali-

ties directly under the Cdntral

Government.

When neceSsary, other localities- may eltablish
their own local committees.

21 A local committee of the Chinese
Peoplels Fottical Consultative ConferencL is
made up of the representatives of the Communist Party of China, patriotic democratic parties,
people's organizations and people of all walks
Article
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Article 25 The fienary session of a C.P.P.C.C.
local committee is to be convened at least once
a year by its standing eommittee whenever

1.

Election of the local committee chair-

man, vice-chairmen, secretary-general and members of the standing committee;

2. Hearing and examining the report on
the work of the standing committee.
Article

2?

A C.P.P.C.C. Iocal committee may,

according to needs, have one or more assistant
secretaries-general who are appointed by its
standing committee.

A local committee may set up working
bodies according to needs; this should be
decided by its standing committee.
35

days lots of readers write to their Party paper
offering their opinions and suggestions."

Publicly Criticizing
Readers' Letters Column
ln "Renmin Ribao"
QOME months ago, in a move much appreLJ ciated by all, Renmin Eiboo restored its
Readgrs' .Letters column. The department
handling the letters is one of the busiest in this
newspaper's office building. From last September to the end of January this daily received
more.:than.130,000 letters, getting as many as
3,000 letters in-one day from all over China.
The letters.coming froryr people of all walks
of life touch on a wide range of topics: political
theory, literature, art, science, technology and
so on. People send in criticisms, commendations
and suggestions; some complain about the inferior quality of goods or services, some make
suggestions for improving urban traffic. .There
are letters exposing misdemeanours and crimes.
Many cite meritorious deeds and the people who
performed them.

Renmin Ribao gives all letters from its
readers dlose attention. The daity passes on
letters to departments concerned after reading
and noting down their content. Some letters it
publishes in its pages. Sometimes, readers' letters appear in print along with a self-criticism
from the department concerned. Several Ietters
have already appeared prominently on the front
page.

The newspaper now includes the bad along

with the good in its reportage and the

readers

like this as itlis both informative and instructive.
This, readers say, restores the fine Party tradition of forging elose links with the masses and
practising criticltm and self-criticism. A leading
comrade of the Readers' Letters department said:

"When our daily was in the hands of the 'gang

of four' at one time, very few redders wrote to

us. And when they did, the letters

were

generally angry complaints about gross distortions of facts. That's all changed now. These
36

Errors
Ar RTICLES publicly criticizing by name certain
cadres and.leading organs for serious errors
and breach of Party and state discipline have

,t

appeared

in Renmin Rtbao.

County Porty Committee Mokes

On the front page of Renmin Riboo on
February 14 appeared a criticism of the Party
committee of Sanho County, Hopei Provirice,
for violating Party discipline.
This county was proclaimed an advanced
county in 1975. Thereafter, the Party committee
began to behave in a bureau6ratic rvay. Its
standing committee members seldom went down
to the grass roots and rarely took part in physical labour.
Farming was affected and outputs fell as. a
result of an earthquake which frit ihe county in
19?6. Instead of thinking of the welfare of the
people, the Party cdmmittee meinbers thought
more about their own comfort. They took pride
in ostentatious display, spent money freely and
let the Party's fine tradition of cadrbs sharing
weal and woe with the masses go hang.
When permission and funds were given by
a highep authority to the county Party committee to repair its 850-seat auditoriirm which
had been damaged during the earthquake, it
rebuilt a larger and better hall instead, misappropriating funds for this purpose. As if this
was not serious enough, it requisitioned building
materials and got free labour from the people's
communes. This had a bad effect rrot only on
farming, but on the enthusiasm of the peasants
for building socialism as well,

People had criticized this county Party
committee for its gross violation of Pqrty policy
and state financial regulations, but the commlttee paid no heed. Last September someone
wrote directly to the State Council about this
and the case blew up.
Peking Reui,eu, No.
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it

came to the attention of Charrrna^r
Hua, his response was immediate. He iisued a

When

directive and the Party ccimmittee of Hopei
Province sent people down to investigate. What
investigators found corroborated the charges
and in November the provincial Party committee convened a meeting of prefectural Party
secretaries to discuss the case and sent a work
team down to the county in question to help
the Party committee there correct its errors.
The standing committee members of the county
Party committee in a public self-criticism broadcast throughout the county admitted aird criticized their wrong-doing and expressed their
determination to thoroughly correct their mistakes.

Offenders Punished

On Februar y 20 Renmin Ribao carried a
report about a county Party.committee socretary
of Hopei Province who had been punished for
violating the regulations governing university
enrolment.

This was Ma Lien-pao, Party secretary of
Kucheng
the
County Party committee, who had
resorted to all sorts of tricks to by-pass the enrolment system, from nomination and sitting
for the exams, to preliminary selection for uni=
versity,entrance. By a1l state exarnination rules
his daughter was ineligible. But Ma Lien-pao
abused the power of his office and in cahoots
with a leading cadre of the county education
bureau and some other cadres, tried to get his
daughter "qualified" for university entrance,
Ma suborned several officials who were responsible for college enrolment in the county. and
his wife also conspired and engaged in unlawful
activities to sneak their girl into university.
Ma's and the others' outrageous behaviour
the indignation of the examinees and
invigilators. Some protested on the spot. Some
candidates wrote a critieism o! it on their examination papers and many people wrote to the
higher authorities. The Ministry of Education
and the Party committees of the province .and
the prefecture investigated.' Their findings
established the guilt of Ma Lien-pao and. a
standing committee member of the county Party
committee in charge of education; therefore the
prefectural Party committee dismissed them
aroused
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all posts and eipelled them from the Party. Others who had'a hand in the misdemeanou. were punished acrcording to the seriousnqss
of their case.
u'<;m

?.

Suppression of Criticism Not Allowed

A leading cadre of a state farm in Heilung-

kiang Province in China's northeast ha;
been removed from office for persecuting a
young worker who had criticized him

*i"g public funds to throw

for mis-

lavish banquet
for his colleagues. Renmin Riboo on FebruarJ
28 published a report on this.
a.

Last October the'deputy secretary of the
Party cornrnittee of the $eshan State Farm in
Nunchiang Prefecture, Li Chun-shan, in defiance
of state regulations strictly forbidding the use of
public funds for private banquets or for betowing gifts bn individuals, invited 23 cadres of the
state farm to a banquet on the pretext of seeing
several leading cadres' of the farm's starch
factory off to their new. posts.
When the young worker Wang Yu-shan
heard of the proposed banquet he protested. On'
the day of the feast Wang went to the diningroom and tried to persuade Li Chun-shan to call
it off. Li not only rejected Wang's suggestions,

but

accused

him of being a "trouble-makerl"

suspended him and stopped his wages. The
Party secretary of the state farm Ma Yun-hsing
upheld this erroneous decision.

After the Party committee of Nunchiang
Prefecture investigated the case, Li was dismissed from office and the Party secretary Ma, who

supported him, was given a warning only, be..

to see the gravity of
his error and had made a satisfactory selfcriticism. Others .involved. v/ere criticized.
Wang Yu-shan was cited for his courageous
cause he had been .made

stand against his superiors' misconduct.

Under the heading "suppression of Criticism Not Allowed" Renmin Riboo in a' short
commentary said that. Chairman Mao had instructed that those who suppress criticibm, retaliate agaipst their critics, and typical cases of
bureaucratism, commandism and violations of
Iaw should be exposed in the newspaperx and
serious cases should be punished according to
37

law, If those concerned are members of the
Party they should be disciplined by the Party,

The commentary also said: "One of the
ways Lin Piao and the 'gang of four' tried to
destroy our iarty:was through destroying our
Party's fine traditions, trampling underfoot the
system of democratic centralism, strangling democracy within the Party and holding Party
and state laws in contempt, suppressing socialist
democracy and even exercising a fascist dictatorship over cadres and people who stood up
for the truth. Some comrades have been influenced by the above and will not allow anyone

to criticize them. A few have even become so
arrogant that they retaliate against those who
dare to make criticism.'
"After the 'gang of four' was overthrowlll"
the commentary went on, o'Chairman Hui and
the Party Central Committee repeatedly stressed
that the Party's fine traditions must be restored
and developed and'called on the country to
strengthen the socialist legal system. What
happened in the Keshan State Farm shows how
necessary it is to thoroughly eradicate the harmful influence of the 'gang of four' and to
strengthen the socialist legal system."

Middle East

lsroeli lncursions lnto Lebonon
Strongly Condemned
11ilililllr

ROUND the midnight of March 14, over.
rAr 25,000 troops of Israeli ground, naval and

air forcqs overran southern Lebanon, raiding
the cities of Saida and Tyre, attacking Palestinian commdndo bases and slaughtering
Lebanese and Palestinian inhabitants.
These acts of aggression committed by the
Israeli Zionists enraged the Arab and Palestinian people. Lebanese and Palestinian fighter:s are "putting up a .stout resistance. Yasser

Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Palestine Liberation Organization, cabled
heads of governments of various Arab countrieb
calling for a joint struggle against the Israeli invaders. Statements or communiques condemning
the Zionists' new crime have already come sep38

arately from the Arab League, Algeria, Egypt,
the Sudan, Tunisia, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
Egged on and aided by the two superpowerc,

Israel has launched many wars of aggression
against Arab countries and forcibly occupied
large tracts of their land. This has eompelled
great numbers of Palestinians to leave their
homes and brought about a prolonged tense
situation in the Middle East. Since Begin came
to powef, he has donned the shoes of his pr'edecessors and clung to the policies of aggression
and expahsion. In the latest large-scale aggression against Lebanon, the Israeli military command and military chiefs arrogantly announced
that the Isnaeli "mopping up" operation along
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Yice-Premier Keng Piao
Denounces lsrael's
New Crime
1a
r

np

recent flagrant invasion

of

southern

Lebanon and the slaughter of local residents in an attempt to wipe out the Palestinian people's armed. forces - acts committed
by the Israeli Zionists with Menachem Begin

as their ringleader-constitute glaring aggression against Lebanon's territory and sovereignty and another grave provocation
against the Palestinian and all other Arab
people.

This statement was made by Vice-Premier

by Israel against the tebanese and Palestinian

people, resolutel5l'oppose Israel's aggtession
and expansion and the superpowers' contention in the Middle East, and firmly support
the just stiuggle and just stand of the Palestinian, Lebanese and other Arab people. He
reiterated that China does not reco€,trize Israel
or have any relations with it.
Vice-Premier Keng Piao said: The Palestinians are an unyielding people .and the
P,L.O. has won ever widbr international rec-

ognition and support. The struggle waged
by the Palestinian and other Arab people to
restore their national rights and recover their
lost territory is just and, therefore, is invincible. So long as they strengthen unity, persist
in struggle and do away with superpower

Keng Piao on March 20 when he met with
Tayeb Abdul Rahim Mahmoud, newly appointed chief of the Mission of the Palestine

support

Liberation Organization in Peking.

end.

The Vice-Premier pointed out: This
latest Israeli invasion of Lebanon once again
shows Israel's obstinate stand in clinging to
its policies of aggression and expansion and
deliberately setting itself aganist. the Palestinian and other Arab people. It is also a
result of the superpowers' connivance and
support. The Chinese Government and people strongly condemn the crimes committed

During the meeting, Mission Head Tayeb
gave Vice-Premier Keng Piao a written message from Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the
P.L.O. Executive Committee and Commanderin-Chief of the Palestinian Revolution Forces,
to be forwarded to Hua Kuo-feng, Chaiiman
of the Central Committee of the Communist

the Lebanese border was designed to wipe out
the Palestinian commando bases there. They
went so far as to state, "We will continue to
occupy the area as long as is necassary!"
This latest adventure once again lays bare
the expansionist features of the Israeli authori-

At present, Israel's stubbornness in pushing
aggression and expansion is
manifested in two ways: refusing to recognize
the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian
people, and refusing to withdraw from Arab
lands which it has forcibly occupied but co-n-

ties.

its policies of

tinuing to set up "settlements" there. The Arab
countries and people have waged a tit-for-tat
struggle against Israel over the two questions.
March 24,
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interference they will, with the solidarity and

of the people all over .the world,
surely realize their national objectives in the

Party of China and Premier of the

State

Council.

Receiving repeated heavy attacks by the
Palestinian guerrillas and falling into growiltg
isolation, the Israeli aggredsors at the end of
their tether resorted to this rank invasion.
The Palestinian people are the direct
victims.of Israeli aggression. Their struggle for
national rights is just and has won sympathy
and support from the people of the Arab
. countries and the rest of the world. The Chinese
people firmly stand by the side of the Palestinian and other Arab people and oppose Israel's
policies of aggression and'expansion. They are
convinced that the Palestinian and other Arab
'people will win piovided they strengthen their
unity and persist in struggle.
39
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Wotch ond See How MoScow Will Act
ullllllllllilutl!lllIltt!tllIlll!illltltutl!ttl|ltl!ililil1illliltHilHil!llllllilllrttltlnilrtlt

r[tHE Somali Government which declared on
J March 9 -that it would withdraw its armed
from the Ogaden Region completed the
deployment on March 14. During this period, it

"fotrces

repeatedly demanded the withdrawal of all
foreign trqops from the Horn of Africa and appealed for immediate negotiations for a peaceful, just and lasting solution to the conflict in
this region. The Somhli Government's decision
and military pullout are acclaimed by public
opinion all over the world. But there has been
no sign of a Soviet withdrawal of its military
personnel numbering more than 1,000 or of ,a
Cuban pullout of its 12,000 troops or more, since
Mogadishu carried out its declaration.
The dispute'between Ethiopia and Somalia
over the Ogaden Region is a historical problem

left over by the colonialists. As early as the
60s, 6rmed conflicts on

varying scales between

the two countries repeatedly took place in

Ogaden. But each conflict was eased or temporarily settled through the mediation of
African countries and the. joint efforts of the
two countries themselves. No conflict became
as.serious as the latest one.
The recent armed conflict has been single-

handedly fomented by the Soviet Union.
Making use of the. historical contradiction
between the two countries, the Soviet Union
first provided Somalia with a great quantity of
variouS weapons, and then shipped quantities
of sophisticated weapons to Ethiopia and
dispatched a large number of Soviet military
personnel and Cuban mercenaries there.' Why
is Moscow so interested in the Horn of Africa?
V. Sofinsky, Head of the Press Department of
the Soviet Foreign Ministry, gave the answer
in a televised speech in'Moscow on Febr.uary
3. He declared: "The Horn of .A.frica, is first
and foremost of military, politkal and economic significance. The importance of the area
lies in its location at the junction of the two
continents of Asia and Africa. There are a
lot of good sea-ports in the Persian Gulf ahd
40

the Indian. Ocean. Moreover, there are sealanes which link oil-producing countries with
America dnd Europe." This clearly shows the
advahtage the Soviet Union will gain from a
foothold in this region. It will be able to
e:itend infiltration in the whole of Africa, the
Middle East, the Mediterranean and.the Indian
Ocean and exert pressure on the West politically
and eeonomically in times of peace. .During war,.
it may cut the West's strategic lines of communications, disrupt the supply of such strategic
materials as oil and isolate Western Europe
strategically by severing its links with the United
States.

The Somali military pullout is not only conducive to peacb in the Horn of Africa but eliminates the pretext for Soviet military involvement. The world focuses its attention on Moscow

and demands that it stop its intervention and
withdraw its military personnel and mercenaries from this region. However, the Soviet
press is talking glibly about how the Soviet
Union insisted on and is still insisting on
abiding by a so-called principle of "love for
peace'r in dealing with the conflict in the Horn
of Africa. It makes no mention of large-scale
Soviet military intervention in this region, nor
of what Mostow intends to do. People are
closely watching how Moscow will act in this
region.

Both Ethiopia and Somalia have good
relations with China. China has always encouraged African countries to settle disputes
between them by peaceful consultations. It
has held that all countries should respect the
African countries' sovereignty and it has opposed
any intervention and aggression in Africa.
Africa belongs to the African pqople. The
disputes between African countries should and
can only be settled by the African people
themselves. . So long as outside intervention
is eliminated, it will not be difficult to find a
peaceful solutiqn to the problem in the Horn
of Africa.
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Report From Yugoslavia

A Visit to the Sarojevo Energoinvest
by Chinese Journolist Group
IItIt!tItItIlIltlliltilllllItll!tIlllllliltIIltItIt!ltlllllllnllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllIIlll
Sarajevo Energy Investment CorporaTHE
r tion (Energoinvest) is one of 200 major
enterprises in Yugoslavia's national economy.
They employ 45 per cent of the country's workers and staff pnd earn 6l per cent of the total
income of the Federal Republic, although they
make up only 3 per cent of the country's socially owned enterprises.

of Development
When it was set up in 1951 by a merger
Course

of
several small plants, the corporation produced
only small, simple power-generating equipment.
Then it took in a succession of small plants and
began production specialization and introduced
technical innovations to boost these plants' capa.
city. In a little over a quarter of a century, the
Sarajevo Energoinvest has grown into an enterprise with 32,000 workers and staff, able to
design and produce complete sets of advanced
power equipment.

The sets of equipment it turns out meet
home needs and some are exported. The corporation has the task of helping to electrify'the
country. Power generation in Yugoslavia has
increased 17 times since 1952. Yugoslavia has
also help,ed the developing countries build power
stations, substations and put up transmission
lines. In all these, the corporation has done its
share. In recent years it has developed faster.
Its 1977 total output value is about 50 per cent
higher than the 1975 level.
Self-Relionce ond lntroduction of
New Techniqu*
:
The corporation has eight research institutes
with 540 engineers. A leading cadre of its
research centre told us when we visited it:
"Our basic policy is to rely on our own resources
March 24,
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as much as we can to develop production. At

the same time, we keep a sharp watch

on

technological advances in other countries. We
buy whatever new technology which we think
will speed up production and reduce costs. . We
always try to improve on the foreign patents we
buy. In this way, the second generation of their
products becomes our own."
As the research centre is only several dozen
metres from the workshops, its staff has ready
access to them. Seen as a component part of

regular production, technical innovation helps
to improve the quality of their products and increase labour efficiency. In recent years, the
corporation has achieved some 100 items of innovations every year, including at least 20 major
ones.

The Monogement System

At the reception room, we were told about
bf management and structure of the

the system

corporation.

Chairman of the Workers' Council Hasan
said: "The Energoinvest ulas one of the
first enterprises in the country to form workers'
councils and introduce the system of selfmanagement. More than 20 years have elapsed
since the ad6ption of this system. Today, this
corporation has 150 'united labour cells' (equivalent to workshops) which in turn form 45
'united labour organizations' (equivalent to
branch plants) under a compound organization
of labour, (i.e., the corporation itself). These organizations at each level have their own organs
of authority, the workers' councils' Elected by
the workers, council members serve a term of
two years and may be re-elected,consecutively

Gluhic
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il,*

years and, if',they show achievements,
they might serve two or three or evet-l
more terms.

Secretary of the Executive Committee of the Presidium of the Central
'Committee of the League of the Com-

munists of Yugoslavia Stane Dolanc
told us later: "We want to build a
social, polltical and economic system
that will enable the workers to clon' trol the fruits of their labour themselves and manage culture and education.,, ,,We are now Feekin9 the most
proper form." It seems that the
Energoinvest acts in this way.

I

A lrboratory ot ihe SrreJevo

Energy

Iirvestment Corporation.

only once. This is to ensure the opportunity for more workers to take a direct part in
running the corporation or its subsidiaries.' The
council's resolutions are carried out by an executive council.which makes a report on its work to
the workers' council every six months. In enterprises with less than 30 people, the congress
of workers and staff, instead of an elected workers' council, acts as the organ of authority."
"Members of workers' councils and executive couricils do not leave their production jobo,"
he continued. "At one stage, they held so many
meetings during work hours fhat production fell,
and so we promptly stopped this practice." "As
far as possible we do not take up concurrent
posts so that we may stay on our jobs in production," trade union chief Izet Hajdarpasic
put in.

Our hosts explained further that workers'
councils decide on the distribution of the total
income of an enterprise, draw up production
plans, determine in which way the enterprise
should {evelop and appoint or remove leading
cadres of thd enterprise. A managerial committee made. up of the general manager and
some specialists is empowered by the workers'
couneils to look after the routine. Members of
the managerial committee serve a term of four
42

Lcogue Qrgonizotiin'c Role
. Secretary of the League organization in the corporation Ivica .dndrijanic biiefed us on the organization's

activities in the enterprise.

He

"There are ov€r 6,000 League members
among the 32,000 workers and staff members
o{ this enterprise" and there is a League organization at every l'united labour cell," "united
labour organization" and compound organization of labour.
said:

He stressed: "Our League abides by the
principle of democratic centralism. Its progranlme is the programme of the Yugoslav
working class, the labouring people. Every
League member must do his share to implement
the line and resolutions of the League.
Wherevef he is, he is to persuade non-L,eague
colleagues to accept the League's decisions by
explaining his views and by reasoning. When we
in this kind of persuasion, we don't have
to worry about the masses refusing to subscribe
succeed

to the decisions of the League."
When rve were leaving, assistant general
manager of the corporatiorr Since Ahmeda told
us a story about a Western capitalist who asked
when he visited the corporation: "You practise
workers' self-management, will the workers seII
the corporation"? Sirce Ahmeda answered:
"The working class will not do that. Yugoslavia's
socially owned plants do not belong to anyone
but to the whole of soeiety."
Peking Revieu:, No.
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counter-charge, blasting the
White House for being "hypocritical."

ROUND
TH E }VORLD
HELSINKI FOLLOW.UP

A Mirror of

Folse Detente
The Helsinki follow-up con-

ference came to a perfunctory
close on March 9 after nearly

eight months of squabbles and
recriminations. The only result
of the meetirrg is the adoption of a "concluding document." As Reuter predicted on
February 25, the "concluding
document" would be nothing
more than recording the conference having taken place.
The follow-up conference was
convened in accordance with
the provisions laid down at the
1975 Helsinki European security
and io+peration conference. Its
task was to review "implementations of the provisions" by the
participating countries in the
past two years and to "exchdnge views" "on the promotion of security and co-opera-

sinki European security conference. Although the "final
act" adopted at the 1975 Hel.
sinki conference was larded
with such high-sOunding words
as ttsecurity," ttdetente" and

"co-operation," it, after all,
came up to more than 120
pages. The "concluding document" of the Helsinkl followup conference ls only two or
three paltry pages. When the
Helsinki conference closed in
1975, many small and medium-

si2ed particlpating

countries
had misgivings, but at least they
were sorflewhat hopeful about
the conference being able to help
promote security and detente in
Europe. Now the dissatisfaction
and despair have completely
replaced hope. Some delegAtes
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From the Helsinki @nference

to the recent follow-up conference in Belgrade, the good
wirshes

of honest people for

peace have come to naught, and'

they have been made to

see

more end more clearly what the
detente advocated by the Soviet

Union really

is.

NICARAGUA

Suppression

of the Mosses

Protested

to the conference said bluntly
The struggle by the Nicathat the Heliint<i follow-up raguan People protesting the
conference was a ttflop," and assassination on JanuarY 10 of
t'the outcome of the conference

tion in Europe." Delegations rigorously showed that we
from 33 European countries, the shouldn't have any illusions
United States and Canada at- about detente." In 1975, after
signing the document at the
tended the conference.
The preparatory meeting Helsinki conference, Brezhnev
which began on June 15, 1977 and the head of the U.S.
spent 50 days in deciding on the Government made a $how of
date and agenda of the follow- clinking glasses filled with
ugconference. The conferente,
formally opened on October
4, was scheduled to end on
December 20 the same year.
But since no progress was made,
it had to be recessed. Resumed
on January 1?, it dragged on
and on, failing to end as scheduled in mid-February because of
continuous wranglings.
The result of the Helsinki
follow-up eonference was even
worse than that of the Hel-

The so-calied "European security conference" is actually a
"European insecurity conference," a 'meani by which the
two superpowers contend for
hegemony in Europe. The
Soviet Union is using the Helsinki conference to lull the West
into a false sense of security.

champagne, congratulating each

other on the "success of the
conference." Now, two years
later, the clinking of glasses has

been drowned by loud abuse
Moscow and Washington are
hurling at each other. Washington faulted the Kremlin for the
Belgrade conference 'failing to
adopt a t'summarizing document reflect!4g fully the outcome of the Helsinki treaties."
Moscow followed up with a

Pedro Joaquin Chamorro,

a

leader of the Democratic Liberation Union, is still being carried

on. On February 27
March 1, inhabitants of

and

Ma-

nagua and Masaya held strikes
and demonstrations to protest
the armed suppression by the
authorities.
These strikes and demonstra-

tions against the suppression of
the masses are the largest in 40

years, involving some 300,000
workers. The Nicaraguan people have changed their fighting
slogan from the demand for
punishment of the assassins of
Chamorro to one of democracy
and freedom. People from all
walks of life are now explicitly
calling for the resignation of
President Somoza.
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18,000 people, how happy he
would have been!

/oeaad,o/t;ep. TlrCeo
Toronto Symphony
The young conductor Andrew
t
Davis'
talent and attainment
In Peking, a joint rehearsal
and an exchange of conductors were fully discernible as he
with China's Central Philhar- took the orchestra through
monic Society; in Shanghai, these works of varying styles.
visiting the Shanghai School of
Dance and meeting Chinese
dancers who had toured Canada
last year; and in subtropical
Kwangchow, arriving on itre
eve of the lunar new year to
join in the general festivities,
seeing the spring flower show
which has a history of over 100
j€8fs.
:
These are among many happy

memories members of the
Canadian Toronto Symphony
have of their recent China
tour. Both friendship and art
have been enriched through
this visit.
The symphony brought to an

appreciative Chinese public a
rich and varied repertoire, including music Chinese audiences are familiar with
Beethoven's Symphong No. -5 i.n C
Minor, Berlioz's Ooerture, the

Roman Carrtiual,

Brahms'

Varintions on a Theme of

Hayd,n and

Tchaikovsky's

Symphong No. 4 in F. Minor
as well as a contemporary Canadian composition Chinese audiences heard for the first time.

The robust Boreal of Morel,
with its changing timbre and
manifold rhythm, was strongly
evocative of the outdoors, while

the

unembellished,

vivid furo

Sketches based on FrenchCanadian airs by MacMillan is
remarkably graphical and lifelike.
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His style was lively and precise.

Guest pianist Louis Lortie, 19
years old, impressed listeners
with his tonal command and the
graceful sweep of his'rendering
of Liszt's charming Prano Concerto No. 1 un E Flat Major.

Chinese Exhibition in
Peru
China for the first time was
at the 10th Pacific
International Fair in Lima last
November. Nearly half a million
Peruvians visited the Chinese
pavilion during the 12 days of
the exhibition.
represented

The interest shown the Chinese pavilion by the visitors
was quite moving. A visitor
from a central coastal city
said: For years I have wanted

Guest contralto Maureen Forvisit China. My presence
rester enchanted audiences to
here today partly fulfills my
with six of the songs from hopes. An old overseas Chinese

Youth's Magic Horn (Lieiler aus who went to the Chinese hall
"d,es Knaben Wunderhorn") together with his daughter and

by Mahler, an Austrian

com-

poser. Earthly Life (Das lrdische

Leben) portrays a peasant child
stariuing to death .before his
mother could harvest wheat to
make bread; Antonius of

Padua's Fish Sermon

(Des

Antonius oon Padua Fischpre-

daughter-in-law told Chinese
staff members that he had
iome expressly to Lima from

another city to visit this
pavilion. He said he was 80
years old, and had left the old
China of suffering and .misery
when he was 14 and hadn't

back since. "It's a little
digt) is a biting condemnation been
like
returning home, visiting
of a religion which cannot your pavilion," he said. A man

change, however' little, the
greedy nature of exploiters.
Each piece was rendered with
delicacy, a subtle eloquence and

attention to the thought-content of the songs.
.

The day the Toronto group
made its debut in Peking coincided with the day Dr. Norman

Bethune, the great internationalist, arrived in China 40
years ago. He had contributed
his life to.linking the hearts of
the people'of China and Canada

together. Had he lived to see
the Canadian artists' last perfoqmance in Peking before

in

an invalid's chair was al;so
among the thousands of visitors. Before he left the pavilion
he said to a Chinese staff
member: "I saw in these exhibits the advance China had
made. The impression I now
have is better than what I had
from hearing others. I congratulate you;" A countrywoman
who was given a packet of
Chinese rice seeds said: These

seeds are symbolic of the
friendship between us. They'Il
be sown on Incan soil; they
will flourish and bear fruit.
People gazed in wonder at

the arts and crafts disPlaY.
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inces, Chen Kai and his parents

went from Shaoshan to the
Changsha Raiiway Station to

see them off. The little boy,
clasping Sufi's hand, said:

"Thank you for saving

D€,

Uncle Sufi!"

Briefs
o In January, an exhibition
depicting the Chinese people's

Iluhslen peaceDt painling exhibltion in New York.

They admired the 27 concentric
balls carved from one piece of

ivory, and the carved jade
flowers and birds. "I see you
have kept bhina:s fine tradi-

tional handicrafts and

also

developed them," said a visitor.

The model of the

Tachai
Brigade, microcosm of the great
changes which have taken

place in China's rural areas,
attracted general attention. It
was presented to the Peruvian

Agricultural Ministry at the
close of the fair and is being
displayed in various villages of
Peru to show the Tachai peasants' spirit of self-reliance.

6

recently. This ha,ppened in
Shaoshan, birthplace of Chairman Mao.r The boy is named
Chen Kai, but people are now

calling him the "Amity Boy."
One February afternoon, it
was two below zero. A group
7978

padded coat and jumped into
the freezing water. Syrian
student Kamal Fadla Nowr was

right behind him and together
they saved the boy.

Sufi and Kamal were purple
with cold. Other foreign students and Chinese were moved

by their internationalist spirit.
They were quickly given dry
stimulants.

Two exchange students saved

March 24,

where the shouting was and saw

a boy struggling in the water
of a pond. He threw off his

clothing, hot ginger drinks and

Amity Boy
a drowping Chinese child of

of nine exchange students, after

visiting Chairman Mao's home
village, were about to return to
Changsha when they suddenly
heard shouts for help. Somali
student Sufi Nur Yusuf ran to

When the boy's mother came

to express her thanks, Sufi
said: "\[e have only done
what we should. A Chinese

named Lo Sheng-chiao saved a
Korean boy from drowning.
I'm just following his example."

Before the foreign students
Changsha for other prov-

left

self-r€liance and rural development opened in Kingston. It
was jointly sponsored by the
Jamaica-China Friendship Association and the Kingston
Library. A number of Chinese
films were shown and talks
were given by Jamaicans who
had visited China.

o La Chme, Aujourd'hui, a

bimonthly, was founded in
Brussels recently by the
Belgium-China Association to
help Belgian people understand
more about China. The first
issue carried articles on China's

foreign policy and

economic

situation.

o A Chinese peasant painting
exhibition, sponsored jointly by
the Danish Cultural Ministry,
the Denmark-China Friendship
Association and various museums, was held from last May
to January this year in the
Danish cities of Copenhagen,
Aarhus, Odense, Esbjerg and
Skive. Some 70,000 people
visited the exhibition.
o An exhibition on art and
culture in the People's Republic
of China was recently held in
the Brooklyn Public Library,
New York. It was co-sponsored
by the U.S.-China People's
' Friendship Association, Books
New China, China Books and
Periodicals, and the Liberator
Bookstore.
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Leonardo da Vinci's Mona
Liso, the farnoug Renaissance
painting, is reproduced in tra-

ON THE HOME FRONT
Artc and Cralta
Dxhlbttlon

fo3 traditional Chi- brushes
nese
calligraphy and painting,

NATIONAL arts and crafts
rrA exhibition has recently
oirened in Peking. There are
10,000 items fromnll over the
c<iuntry, including:
carvings in jade, ivory,

ink slabs and ink bloc\s; and
sculptures, flour- clay
dough
figurines and batik cotton with designs print
ed by process of wax-

- and wood;
stone

drawn work,
- embroidery,
velvet
embroidery and brocade;
articles of bamboo,
- woven
grass, palm and osiir,
rattan,
rugs and tapestries;
ceramics and glassware I
- art
lacquerware and metal- including gold and silver
ware,
jewelery and cloisonne;
of dark red Chi- furniture
nese
hardwood, bamboo and
rattan;
lanterns and paper

-palace
cuts;

pictures made with shells,
feathers
and bark;
firecrackers, fireworks,
- national traditional Chikites,
nese musical instruments and
toys;
Porcelaln figurlne.

ditional velvet embroidery.
These works, exhibited at the

National

Art Gallery,

attracts

over ten thousand visitors

a

dav.

dyeing.

Themes include new
ones on socialist revolu-

tion and

construction

and traditional favourites like Chinese mountains and rivers, legendary filures, flora And
fauna. Many exhibits
movingly express the

praises of Chairman
Mao, Chairman Hua,

Premier Chou

and

Chairman of the N.P.C.

Standing Committee Chu Teh
as well as other older-generation
revolutionaries.
The wide range of themes, the

Lacquer plate with lotus flower.

Chairman Hua Kuo-feng atwith ottier

tended the preview

Party and state leaders.

He

variety of articles and fine

wrote an inscription for the exhibition: "Develop our country's
arts and crafts."

som."

smeared these works based on

workmanship shown at the exhibition embody the policy of
"letting a hundred flowers blos-

One embroidery done with
hair and silk thread which attracts many viewers, shows
Comrade Teng Ying-chao (wife
of Premier Chou) and a nurse
mending a garment for the late
Premier Chou.
A l4-inch statuette of 'the
legendary national heroine of

the Sung Dynasty, Mu Kueiying, is the fruit of collective
efforts by silversmiths and jade
and ivory carvers. The face is
of ivory; the costume, jewelery
and armdur are woven with
hair-breadth silver threads; and
with 284 other parts are carved
in jade and stone.

But the "gang of four"

once

traditional themes as "restoration," and exporting arts and
crafts as "selling out socialism."
This seriously damPened the
enthusiasm of the arts and
crafts workers. Now, these traditional arts are again develoP
ing vigorougly.

The current exhibition

is

by the Ministries of
Light Industry, Foreign Trade

sponsored

and Commerce. By exchanging
experience and seekihg opinions,

it will encourage

these arts to
weed through the old to bring
forth the new and go on developing rapidly.

Peking Reoierp, No.
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8 Dfilfion Sno,il-Feoe,r
Patlents Eaoe
freeoocrcd

ried out 12 general checkups she had succgssfully developed
and treated all the patients, of an advanced work method for
whom 93 per cent have re- cutting down waste in cotton
spinning to about one-fifth of
covered.
T;IOUR-FIFTHS of the 10 milAt
a
work
conference on the then normal .rate. The
f uon people afflicted with snail-fever prevention in south method was popularized.
snail fever in areas south of the China held in Shanghai at the throughout the country. She
Yangtze River have recovered end of last year, the goal was wis elected a model Communist
after treatment. Snails, the in- set to balic'jtty eradicate snail Youth League member and natermediate host for transmitting

sriail fever

(schistosomiasis),

have by and large been eradicated on 9,000 million square
metres spread over 11 provinces,
one municipality and one autonomous region, or more than 70
per cent of the total area afflicted with the disease-carrying
snails.

Snail fever has been endemic
in China for a long time and had
affected as much as a half of
the country by the time of liberation in 1949. Thanks to the
enormous. efforts expanded
over the last 20 years or so,
both the areas involved and the
incidence of the disease have
been gradually reduced. Now
about 90 per cent of the places
still having snails are located
along rivers or arbund lakes.
Through' the combined efforts
of medical workers and the
masses China'has won tremendous successes in curing snailfever patients.
Take Kunshan County in east
China as an example. About
310,000 of its 500,000 population
had incurred this disease. The

local medical workers

could

treat only 12,000 patients a year,
and it would have taken moi'e
than 20 years to treat all the
patients. Since 1970, the treat-

ment has progressed at a fast
pace with the setting up of a
contingent of barefoot doctors
who form the main body and
medical workers. Over the last
seven years, the county has car-

March 24,

1978

fever in south China by the end

of

1985.

tional model worker, and received by Chainnan Mao and
Fremier Chou on many occa-

sions.
Enorn Splnncr to
Y56s-DfinJster
The mill's Party organization
to study in middle
sent
L[aO Chien-hsiu, a nationally schoolher
in 1953, later at a textile
IJ- i.rro*, model spinner, was
appointed Vice-Minister of the institute. After graduating in
Textile Industry at the end of 1962, she returned to the mill
as a technician. I'hree years
last year.

later she became deputy director of the No. 8 State Cotton
Mill, and in this capacity often
departments and bureaus under went to
the shops to work side
the ministry to acquaint herself
by side with the spinners. She
with actual aonditions. She led the workers in carrying out
talked with many staff memthe mass movement to learn
bers and was particularly imChipressed by the experienced from the Taching Oilfield,
na's pace-setter in industrY.
veteran ca.dres. "f /nustn't
With the co-operation of the
leave the rank and file even
workers
and a.fter repeated expromoted
to
though I've been
this leading post," she declared. perimentg Hao Chien-hsiu succeeded in finding a substitute
The 43-year-old Vice-Minister
(a by-product from seaw€ed
saidexcitedly: "I never drearnt
farms)
for the'grain starch used
that I, a poor girl who nearly
Ttris has saved a
in
sizing.
starved to death in the old sograin,
great
deal
of
pa.rt
take
to
ciety, -would be able
During the Cultural Revoluin running state affairs today!"
tion,
Hao Chien-hsiu was perHao's father was.a cart driver
secuted
by the "gang of four,"
before liberation and could not
but
she
never yielded to them.
earn enough to feed his eightwas
elected a, member of
She
her
member family. ?o lighten
Central Committee
C.P.C.
the
Chienlittle
father's burden,
hsiu, only nine years old, tried at the llth Party Congress last
to find a job as a labourer at year.
more than half a dozen cotton
Her husband is a medical
mills. But her efforts ended in doctor. Both their children are
failure.
stuflying hard, at school; their
In 1949 rvhen the port city of ten-year-old daughter is inTsingtao was liberated, Hao terested in dancing and her
went to work at the No. 6 State brother who is two Years
Cotton Mill. Within two Years, younger, likes drawing.
As soon as she took up her
new post, Hao visited all the
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